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ABOUT THE KOREA ECONOMIC 

INSTITUTE OF AMERICA 

l,,qi:ated iJ1. W~hingtpn D.C., the Kof"e!I ~.lmomic InstiJ:.t® ofAIIleri~ (KEI) is the 
lllltiCll) 's oldest. nonprofit pol_icy o~ch and educati.o~ organization focused on 
promoting economic, political, and security relations between the U.S. and Republic 
of Korea. KEI aims to broaden and deepen understanding among American policy 
leaders, opinion makers, and the public,about develqpments in Korea and the value 
of the U.S.-Korea relationship. Since its founding in 1982, the Institute has orgaoired 
programs across North America and published research on a diverse range of issues, 
including U.S.-Korea trade arid investments, the North Korea nuclear program, 
alliance issues, the role of Korean Americans in U.S. politics, arid China's growing· role 
in the Asia-Pa:cific region. Thro)Jgi1 its publications, ou~h pro~, soci_ai n1e_dia 
01.1_tl(:1s, and Website, ~I provi~ ®~s to iJ14Pti) .a!ld ~~. analyses ah<>1,1t the 
two Koreas and issues impacting U.~.-South Korea relati_ons. 

Some of KEl's current initiatives include: 

• . Publishing• three celebrated annual volumes-On Korea, Joint U.S. -Korea 
Acad_emic Stu_di~s, and ~ore.a. 's fcono1n)"-use4 by experts, l_eaders, an_d 
universities worldwide. 

• Bringing Korea experts and government officials to colleges and civic groups 
across Amerjc_a to discuss timely ever:its relataj to tl)e Korean Peruns)J!a, ar:id 
Northeast Asia. 

• Explciririg coritemponiry issues with Korean and American policy, civic, and 
cultural leaders through KEI_'s podcast, Korean Kontext. 

• Engaging leaders across the country through the annual Ambassadors' Dialogue 
progfain, in which the Korean Ambassador to the United States and the U.S. 
Ambassador to South Korea embark on a series of priv~te and public outreach 
programs throughout the United States on U.S.-Korea relations. 

• Hosti_ng a pre_n_tier l®:C.hecin program every year on Korean A.111eritjln Day to 
recognize the contributions of the Korean American community to the U.S.· 
:i<.or_ea allian;ce a,t1d to l).gno, prollllllent Korea-ii, ,¾n:e_ri_c_an;s Who have e:x_cell_ed 
in their field or career. ' 

For more information about these programs and upcoming• events at KEI, please 
visit our Website, www.kefa.6rg. 

KEJ is-contractually affiliated wit_h the Korea Institute for International Economic Policy (KJEP), 
~ Public po/iCy-re;earck institute /o-;;ate·di in S~ouY and funded bi tHe governm~nl o/the R~pub/ic 
o/Ko"rea. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Among the top problems facing the new Trwnp alin:µnistration will be how to 
dea.l wi.th North Ko.rea, as the P.re:side:nt-elect hims:Clfhas indicatei:1. 1 Since 1989, 
four successive presidents proved unable to stop Pyongyang from developing 
nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them. Under Kim Jong-un since 2011, 

North Korea has accelerated those programs. Experts fear it may achieve the 
capability to attack the United States with nuclear weapons during Mr. Trump's 
term in office, a situation many U.S. leaders have declared "unacceptable."' 

As a candidate, Mr. Trump's statements about North Korea were few and 

inconsistent. 3 His positions were at odds with those of his predecessors from 

both parties, although he has since modified or retracted some. As president, Mr: 
Trump will need to make decisions aj,out many urgent issut:s, but he shou.ld give 
pri.ority to N.orth Korea. At best, it wffl take President Tnimp months to put his 
North Korea team in place and flesh out his policy. In the meantime, Pyongyang 

may engage in dangerous provocations. Political turmoil in South Korea adds to 
the urgency. 

Wise men groups, institutions, and individuals in the United States and 

throughout the world have recently published many North Korea policy studies 
and recommendations in anticipation of a new U.S. administration. Collective 
private-sector efforts tend to paper over differences among members, resulting in 

recommendations·thatare vague or iIJ.ternaily inc.onsistent.•those by institµtions 

a11d i11dividuals 111ay reflect idiosyncratic understandings of the problem, arid the 
way they valoiize U.S. interests may differ from most Americans.' 

This paper se.eks to provide an unbiased arid unvarnished assessment of the 

North Korea problem and realistic recommendations for a U.S. policy response, 

especially its diplomatic approach. The essential message is that the United States 

has the means to defend its interests, including those of its l!llies, if it adopts. a 

policy based on. a clear,eyed understanding of North Korean aims and summons 

the political will to implement it. 

This study begins with a review of U.S. interests on the Korean Peninsula 

and the bas.i.c policy Washingtori has pursued since the Korean War. It then 

briefly assesses the current situation before focusing in detail on the critically 

import.ant question o.f Pyongyal).g;s s.trategic ail11s. It concludes with a 

discussion of policy elements and tools and some recommendations for the 

.Trump adm.i.nistraticin. 
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11 20I7VOLUME 10 • ON KOREA 

of diplomatic relations; sanctions easing; economic, energy, and humanitarian 

aid; and the signing ofa peace treaty. The sticks are the threat of ever-increasing 

diploma.tic, econom.i.c, a:n:d financ.ial ~anction:s, an:<:1-for the worst case--keeping 

open the option of militarily destroying its nuclear and missile capabilities. 

T~nsions A.motJg U,$. Stro~egic Priorities 

Tension betwee).1 the top nvo i.LS. priorities of protecting South Korea while 

avoiding war resulted in the United States consistently dissuading South Korea 

from retaliating mjlitarily against North Korean att,i_ck.s. This creat_ed a llloraI 

hazard that continued uritil 2010, when North Korea sank a ROK naval vessel 

and later engaged in an artillery attack on South Korean territory. Pressed by 

the ROK, United Stat.es agreed that South Korea could retaliate proportionately 

against future North Korea military attacks, but U.S. officials remain anxious this 

could lead to a retaliatory cycle and possibly another war. 7 

Tension also exists between the United States' top two priorities of protecting 

South Korea and avoi.ding another war on the Koreilil Peniilsula, on the one 

hand, and, on the other, of ending North Korea's nuclear program. Although 

American presidents have sometimes referred to a llliJitary option against North 

Korea's nuclear program, they never seriously contemplated it due to the risk of 

another war. 

North Korea Policy Under the Obama Administration 

In 2009, newly inaugurated President Obama told North Korea he wished to 

negotiate an end to the nuc_lear program and re.solve oth;er issues of conc:em to 

both countries.• Just four months later, North Korea detonated a nuclear device 

that, unlike its first test iil 2006, was fully successful. Nevertheless, the Obama 

'administration soon began ta_lks with Pyongyang that resulted in the "Leap Day 

deal" of2012-U.S. food aid in exchange for a freeze·on North Korean nuclear 

and long-range missile tests. North Korea launched a roc.k.et UJ.(o spa~e six 

weeks later, sUJ.kUJ.g the deaJ W),d destroying what little hop_e for negotiations had 

remained in Washington. Especially since the imposition of UN sanctions after 

Pyongyang's nuclear and missile tests in 2009, the regime has repeatedly made it 

clear i~ has no inten.tion of negotia_ting away i.ts nucl_ea.r and missile capabilities. 

After the Leap Day deal failure, the Obama administration held firm that it_ would 

negotiate but only if Pyongyang genuinely put its nilc.lear program on the table. 

As North Korea instead accelerated its testing of nuclear devices and missiles, 

the Obama administration led the internationa_l comm.unity in grea~ly increasing 

sanctions on Pyongyang. Prodded by Congress, the administration moved in 2016 
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13 2017 VOLUME 10 • ON KOREA 

There is little reason for optimism that Kim Jong-un will, on his own, choose a 

better comse. Initial international hopes that he might be a reformer evaporated 

years ago. While debat.e continues about th.e extent to which Kiin has consolidated 

his position, 12 he has already been in power for. five years. Efforts to put him 

under greater pressure to give up nuclear weapons have been weakened by the 

PRC's relticta.nc:e to support sanctions it fears might threate11 his regime and 

risk instability along the two countries' 880-mile border. In recent years, North 

Korea's economy has grown slightly despite increased sanctions, and North 

Korean leaders appear increasingly confident they can manage the international 

consequences of their nuclear policy. 

The U.S. position in Northeast Asia has been weakened over the past two decades 

by the widespread perception that the United States is declining while China is 

rising. The increasing strategic c:Ompetitiveness of China and Russia with the 

United States has limited their cooperation with Washington on North Korea 

policy. China has come to share with North Kore11 the objective of ending the 

U.S.-ROK and U.S.-fapan alliances (although the goal is far more important and 

urgent for Pyongyang)." Only Japan remains strongly supportive of the U.S.-ROK 

alliance and U.S. policy t.oward N.orth Korea, b.ut its conse,vative administration 

is on poor terms not only with the PRC but also with South Korea. 

Perhaps most important, South Koreans have long been severely polarized over 

North Korea, and the country is currently in political turmoil over a domestic 

scandal involving President Park Gellll-hye, a co.l).SC.rvative and No.rth Korea 

policy "hawk." Even if she is not forced to step down before her term ends in 

February 2018, her authority has already been greatly diminished. If a progressive 

replaces her, South Kore.a Will likely adopt an updated version of the siirishine 

policy of appeasing North Korea, including deemphasizing the use ofsanctions. 

NORTH KOREA'S STRATEGIC AIMS 

North Korea's nuclear threat is a product of it.s capabiJ.iti_es and int¢(1tions. 

Unfortunately, reliable intelligence about North Korean leadership intentions 

appears to remain iiriavailable, even to the UcS. government. Past U.S.leaders had 

hoped that Pyongyang's nuclear goals were limited to defe_11sive plll"p(ises, such 

as military deterrence, as Pyongyang itself claims, and that it rnight be willing to 

negotiate a:way its nuclear programs for security assurances and aid. The failure of · 

negotiations based on these assumptions has left.l!flllllSWered Whether Pyongyang 

was ever willing to end its nuclear programs or whether it engaged in a prolonged 
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15 2017 VOLUME 10 • ON KOREA 

North Korea's leaders have thus consistently sought to end the U.S.-ROK alliance, 

but to their C:onsternation it has only gro""11 stronger. N_ow they hope that the 

credible threat of being able to attack the United States with nuclear weapons 

will finally force Washington into negotiations aimed at undermining the alliance. 

Pyongyang's stated demands inclu~e acceptance of North Korea as a legitimate 

tiilclear weapons state, removal of the U.S. nuclear umbrella over the ROK and 

Japan, an end to U.S.sROK military exercises, the withdrawal of U.S. forces from 

the South, a,nd a (bilate.ra_l) peace treaty with the Uni_~d ~tat~ (on North K,orea's 

terms)." If any of these demands were accepted under the current circumstances, 

it would eviscerate the alliance. 

To succeed, North Korean leaders feel they must make U.S. leaders believe they 

have the capability of attacking the United States with nuclear weapons. Thus, 

for some t_in].e now, they have been claiming they alr~dy have suc_h a capability, 

even though most experts are doubtful. They must also convince American 

policymakers that even increased sanctions cannot dissuade the North but will 

only ina:ke it more de_termined. 

In the meantime, however; members of the North KorClan elite must suffer from 

pmf<iilild psychological stress, because they cannot be certain their stra:tegy will 

work in time and because the various risks require contradictory responses. For 

example, the need to i_ntimidate the United Stat_es e_ntails accel_erating the n_uclear 

and missile programs. But doing so resillts in increased international sanctions 

and greater efforts by the international community to propagandize the North 

Korea populace. ~ the worst <;iJSC, they fear the United States might use tµilitary 

force to destroy North Korea's nuclear and missile programs. With North Korean 

leaders in such a difficult situation, it is not possible to predict with confidence 

what their near0term steps will jikely be, for ex~ple, whether they witj accelerate 

the riilclear and missile programs, engage in more attacks on South Korea, or 

revert to one of their occasional '-'charm offensives," perhaps directed this·time at 

the new U.S. adrninistrat_ion or a_ new South K1m:an govefll111e_nt. 

This theory of North Korean leadership intentions cannot be proven but it 

economically explains Pyongyang's behavior and has a great deal of historical 

evidence to support it. To thos~ who wou_ld argue that North Kc,:re:an leaders w,ould 

have to be delusional to believe they might someday end the U.S.-ROK alliance, 

much less subvert the ROK, the. author agrees they are very unlikely to achieve 

these aims. But North Korea's leaders see no better option, and as they ha_ve tong 

poin_ted out to Americans, the United S_tates has accustomed itself to India and 

Pakistan having nuclear weapons. North Koreans also rely on China's strategic 

mistrust of the U_nited Statesto limit U.S.-PRC cooperation agains_t them_. 
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long been on its l_ast legs and that the United States should work for its collapse, 

as the only way to resolve the problems it presents. 

The situation is niore complei< ~d fraught with ris_k than the a<lvcx:a~_es of ei_the_r 

position appreciate. A regime such as Pyongyang is. strong but brittle; someday 

it wilt suffer a dnunatic d1sjimc~e. Unfortunat_ely, there is no way to estimate 
when that might occur, what form it might take, whether the situation would soon 

stabilize or: resul_t in eve11 more. ~tability, and whether the result woul_d be better 

or worse. U.S. policy makers cannot count on change occurring before Pyongyang 

gains a nucl_ear gipability against the United S_tat~ ho111eland_. Intensified U.S. 

pressures would somewhat increase the· likelihood of change within North Korea 

occurring so<ilier, but other risks anci uncerta_inties woul_d remain. 

Unification 

Soon_ af\e_r Presi_dent Obam_a_'s i_nauguration, he and R!)K President Lee Myung

bak proclaimed Korea's peaceful reunification to be a major goal of the alliance/' 

The Unite_d_ Stat.es has a_lways supported Ko~a's reun_i:ticati<in as a free and 
democratic state, but there has never been an occasion after President Truman's 

di_smissa_l of General M_acArthur in· 1951 when U.S. leaders believed i_t m_ight be 

achieved without incurring an unacceptable degree of risk to their higher priority 

of protect_ing South Korea. 

Even in the be_st case-a peaceful collapse of th_e North Korean reginle an<I 

initial cooperation by most North Koreans with a unification process-'-tbere is 

no guarantee th_at the end state of unification can be i:nainta_ined. l\,loreover, the 

likelihood of a best,case scenario is low. Strong support from the South Korean 

estabHshrn~nt an<I people woul_d be a necessary but_ not sufficient condition to 

make a success of a reunified Korea, but most South Koreans today are wary 

of reunification and unwilling to niake sacrifices for it. If, in a reunified Korea, 

North Koreans came to feel that South Koreans did not respect them and were not 
prepared to help them, the result could be disastrous. 

Sanctions 

All U.S. administrations since 1950 have made sanctions a major part of their 

response to North Korean misbehavior. The Obama ad111_i_n_i_s_tra_tion s_ignificantly 
increased sanctions as North Korea accelerated its nuclear and missile programs, 

and it successfully encouraged the United Nations and many states to adopt 

similar measures. Under conservative leadership for the past nine years, South 

Korea too _has greatly inqeased sanctions against Pyongyang. 
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Day deal, the Obama administration has insisted it will not negotiate with North 

Korea unless it demonstrates that it would engage in genuine talks about ending 

its nucl_ear weapons program. Cri(i(:s, however, say the only way that the North 

Korea problem can be resolved peacefully is if Washington and Pyi:mgyanle\ 

engage in intensive negotiations to understand each other's interests and find a 

way to bridge their di_tTerences. A_t a minimum, they say, negotiations wo_ul.d serve 

to reduce tensions and the risk ofNofth Korean provocations. What harm could it 

do, they ask rhetorically. 

B.ut it is the critics who err, in both their understanding of the situation and 

their policy recommendation. Since 1992, the United States has not opposed 

negotiation in principle with North Korea. The issu~ has been, not only for the 

United States but for North Korea as well, not whether to negotiate but on what 
terms. The United States is not willing to negotiate on the basis of North Korea 

being a legitimate nuclear weapons ~te, and North Korea is not current_ly wiJl.ing 

to negotiate oil liily other basis. 

If the United States negot_iated unconditjonally under the current circ~stances, 

the international community would rightly regard it as evidence that the United 

States was moving toward acceptance of North Korea as a legitimate nuclear 

weapons state. The United States would lose creclibi_(ity in the eyes of i~ aUies 

and partners, and North Korean leaders would interpret the American move as 

proof their strategy was working. Even if the United States soon abandoned the 

negotiations, as it would likely do when confronted by N(lrt,h_ Kore.in in~igence, 

considerable damage to Americliil interests would already have been done. 

The critics are correct that _it is important to unders_tand Pyongy3Ilg as wefl as 
possible, but negotiations lire not the oilly way of doing this. The United States 

government can engage in diplomatic dialogue with North Korea at the United 

Nations (the "New York channel") and elsewhere. Atnerican priv!)te citizens, 

including fonner senior officials, iileet with North Korean diplomats. The 

United States engages in public messaging to North Korea and closely follows 

North Korea's public statements. The United States also has access to a great 

deal of information about North Korea from foreign sources, including those in 

d}rect co_ntact with Pyongyang. The current problem is riot that Washington and 

Pyongyang do not know and understand their respective policies and aims; it is 

that they know them all too well. 

The Freeze Mirage 

Some argue that North Korea will never give up nuclear weapons and thus the 

United States should accept indefinitely what they regard as the second-best 
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U.$.-ROK IVl_ilitary EJ!.tJrcj_ses a_nd a Pea_ce Treaty 

Two of North Korea's most-repeated and longstanding d.emands are for an end 

to U.S.-South Korean military exercises and the conclusion of a peace treaty. If 

the United States and the ROK are to be able to deter and defend against a North 

Korean attack, however, they must engage in regular military exercises of their 

plans, personnel, and communications. Because most U.S. military personnel 

are assigned to South Korea for only oile year, exercises niiist be held a:rinually 

to familiarize them with the terrain, their ROK allies, and U .S.-ROK military 

plans. North. Korea cond~c(s i.t.s own regular large-scale 1t1ilitary exercises 

but gives no indication it would be willing to reduce, much less end them. 

A suspension or reduction ofU.S. exercises would also be interpre~d by ~ore$ 

north and south as an indication of American naivete and lack of fortitude. 

It would wea:ken the alliance and only reinforce the North Koreans in their 

cilrterit course. 

Pyongyang's call for a pe)lce trea.ty is not intended to achieve an effective and 

sustainable peace mechanism to replace the Armistice Agreement but to facilitate 

a negotiat.ions pro~ess ai!:1:1.i:d at ending the alliance. If Pyongyang were in,tereste:cl 

in a genuine peace treaty, it had an ideal opportunity to achieve one during the 

Four Party Talks from 1996 to i 998. Initiated by the ROI< 's K_im Yo®g Sam 

and the Bill Clinton administrations, along with the PRC, precisely to establish 

a peace regime, these intensive negotiations achieved absolutely nothing. The 

consistent North Korean position was that all that was needed was for the United 

States to sign an otherwise blank sheet of paper entitled "Peace Treaty between 

t_he Democratic People's Repubiic of Korea and the United States of America." 

All entreaties to the North Korean diplomats to discuss tensfonsreduction and 

confidence-building measur.es to give substance to a peace treacy were ignored. 

Human Rights and Humanitarian Aid 

Since the end of the Cold War and even more so since the advent oftl!e Worl_d Wide 

Web, the international cornrimnity's focus ori North Korea's abhorrent treatment of 

its own people has increased dramatically. No longer regarded as simply a subset 

of the free world's confrontation with the communis_t "bloc/' North Korea stood 

out like a sore thumb iri a democratizing world in the 1990s. The Internet and, later, 

smartphones, made it possible not only to develop a great deal of information about 

North Korea, but a_Iso to store, sl:i.are, analyze, an:cl act upon it. Under conservative 

governments for the past nine years, South Korea has played a leading role in this 

effort, but nongovermm:ntal orgaajzations focused on the problem have emerged all 

over the world and are cooperating closely. 
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negotiate a freeze until it has a reasonable expectation that Pyongyang is prepared 
to engage· in genuine denuclearization negotiations .. If the United States adheres 
to this approach, its position with its allies and partners should b.e sustainable for 
the foreseeable future. 

To end North Korea's nuclear threat.peacefully,. the United States must go further 
and lead North Korea's leaders .to conclude that their strategy will not work.They 
must come to believe that the United States will ensure that North Korea.will lose 

far more than it will gain by pursuing weapons of mass destruction. This will 
require a careful analysis of the domestic and international iniperatives as .seen 
by Kim Jong,un and other leaders of the regime, and the shaping of American 
pressures and inducements accordingly. The United States.should not gratuitously 

seek to frighten or anger North Korea's leaders. The question the adriiiiiistration 
should always ask about U:S. policy measures is: will they serve to move the 
North Korean leadership in the direction we desire? 

The optimal balance of pressures and inducements will increase the likelihood 
ofa strategic recalculation by Pyongyang's current leaders or the emergence of 
a new leadership configuration more favorable to American interests. It will also 
maximize international support for the U.S. position. The United States should 
thus underline its desire for genuine negotiations that will not only denuclearize 
North Korea but will also address the regime's legitimate concerns and needs. 
The United States should consider being more specific about incentives for 
denuclearization, but only where possible to do so without encouraging Pyongyang 
to think that it can get even more, and need to give even less in return, by waiting 
longer or engaging in more provocations. A peace treaty should be negotiated 
only in the context ofdenuclearization talks, not before. 

Washington should remain in periodic workingslevel communication with 
Pyongyang but not engage in formal negotiations under the current circumstances. 
Washington should inform Pyongyang that; as far as it is concerned, the New 
York channel always remains available to exchange information and views. The 
United States should also be·receptive to holding official meetings occasionally 
in third countries to maintain communications and ascertain if there has been 
any change in Pyongyang's positions. American delegates must enjoy the full 
confidence of the president and always be authorized to engage in limited informal 
exploratory .discussions if it seems to them that there might be movement on 
Pyongyang's part. 

The human rights situation must continue to be pursued but care should be taken 
not to bum all bridges to the regime. To the extent consistent with the. overall 
policy outlined here, the United. States shoiild do. its best to avoid inflicting 

additional suffering on ordinary North Koreans. lri any case, it should not resume 
humanitarian aid to North Korea under the current circumstances. 
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• To obtain greater cooperation from Beijing on the North Korea problem, 
however, President Trump should reconsider some of his statements about 
PRC policy, including his call for high tariffs on PRC imports. 

• Mr. Trump's·strong support of human rights in places such as Cuba suggests 
he may give priority to the situation in North Korea as well. In doing so, he 
should keep in mind the possible trade-offs between targeting top leaders in 
Pyongyang on the human rights issue and their potential cooperation on the 
nuclear issue. 

• With the Republican Party in control of both houses of Congress, President 
Trump can and should obtain the budget and manpower allocation to give 
top priority to the North Korea problem. 

For North Korea's leaders, dealing with the United States is potentially-a life-and0 

death matter and thus a top priority. They take it very seriously and are,a much 
more formidable adversary than many imagine: The time has come for the United 
States to be equally as serious about Pyongyang. With a well-founded strategy 
and the political will to implement it, the United States can defend its interests and 
achieve its goals on the Korean Peninsula. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Economic sanctions are popular policy tools in foreign affairs. The U.S. in 

particular has threatened or imposed sanctions against more than 100 different 

countries since 1945, more than any other state.' Policymakers initiate sanctions 

to deal with a wide spectrum of foreign policy issues such as nuclear proliferation, 

human rights violations, terrorism, and trade dispu(es. Despite the frequent use 

of sanctions, there is some consensus among· scholars and policymakers that 

sanctions rarely attain their intended policy goals. Scholars estimate that sanctions 

fa1i 65-95 percent of the tirn:e.2 Existing research on the consequences cifsanctiolis 

suggest that econ!)mic coerc_icin might even become a counterproduc.tive tool 

causing maj11r econ11$c dtstress, hllil1!lllitarian crises, and human. rights vio_Iations 

in target countries.' 

North Korea has been one of the main targets of international sanctions since the 

onset of the Korean War in 1950. Pyongyang has been subject to several rounds of 

sanctions in the form of trade embargoes, financial restrictions, aid cuts, and travel 

sanctions. TheU.SAed sanctions during the Cold War intended to destabilize the 

authoritarian Kim regime and maintain peace on the Korean Peninsula. The UN, 

theU.S., and other countries have levied additional sanctions in the post-Cold War 

era to stop the regime's nuclear program. Sanctions have inflicted major economic 

damage over the years and excluded North Korea from the global economy.The 

country today has very limited trade,and financial ties with the rest of the world. 

In fact, just olie cciulitry, China, accounts for about 90 percent of North Korea's 

foreign trade. 4 

'fhougl:i Pyongyang htis been under foreign economic pressure for over six 

decades, the s_anctions liave J:iad no major iriipact on tJ:ie regime's stabiihy and 

nuc_lear program. It appears tha_t regime change may rfo.t occur 1.11 the near fut)lre 

as the regime under the leadership of Kim Jong-un faces no major domestic 

opposition. Further, the defiant North Korean lea_dership cioes i:iot seer_n to be 

deterred by the sanctions directed at its nuclear program _and military capaci~. To 

prove its resilience, the regime responded to foreign pressure by conducting more 
nuclear and ballistic missiles tests in recent years. 

Why has economic coerc_ion faiJed agai_nst NortJ:i K:._orea.? What are the possible 
policy implications of the failed North Korean sanctions? Can sanctions be better 

designed to extract concessions from authoritarian regimes such as the one in 

North Korea? Drawing on the literature on the survival of authoritarian regimes 

and economic sanctions, I posit that economic coercion against North Korea has 

been ineffective in part because the Kim regime evaded sanctions by pursuing 

two key strategies: selective rewards and repression.' Pyongyang has been able 

tci keep its relatively small coa:Iition intact through supplying selective incentives 

and rewards in exchange_ for loyal~. The regime has also been successful in 
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How DO SANCTIONS OPERATE IN PRACTICE? 

The logic advanced by the traditional understanding of sanction effectiveness 
might not apply to most cases involving authoritarian regimes such as North Korea. 
In this section, I assert that autocratic regimes with a relatively small support 
base and high degree of"institutiooalization are likely to evade the anticipated 
political and economic·costs of the coercion. I posit that these autocratic regimes 
survive foreign pressure by employing two main strategies: selective rewards 
and repression. 

Smali Rilling Coaliticiil, Selectii,e Rewards, and Sotictioti lne/fectivetiess 

E_conomic san:Ctiol)s 111_ight il)_fli_ct considerable d_a111age on a targeted economy's 
fore.ign. trade, and financ_ial ti_es_. Target ec:ono01_ies, oft average, experienc"e about 
a 3 perccmt decline of gross national product (GNP) and suffer from relatively 

high levels of inflation and unemployment rates during the sanction years.• Yet 
previous research shows thatthe target leadership and its support coalition rarely 
suffer from the sanctions while average citizens disproportionately bear the 

burden of the coercion. 10 Target regiJnes respond to foreign pressw-e by takiµg 
control of the economy or intervening in it to affect the distributjon of wea1th_. 
They do so to divert the cost of sanctions to ordinary cit_izens.@d use re111aining 
resources to offer selective rew.ards to their supporters to s~eld them fro111 the 
economic hardship and th_us preempt defectioDS fr11m their mling circle. 

Though niost leaders facing sanctions might be inclined to provide positive 
inducements to their followers, their ability to do so could be. contingent on the 
size of their support coalition .. Leaders in democratic target regimes rely on a 
large support base (i.e., all voting-age citizens or a large portion of them) to retain 
power. Hence, they might lack enough capacity to provide rewards and incentives 
to satisfy a large segment of society affected by sanctions. They might therefore 
be more inclined to concede to foreign pressure in order to .end the economic 
suffering of their citizens and thus avoid losing political power.. Authoritarian 
regimes, on the other hand, are dependent on a small group of elites to stay in 

power. 11 Most dictatorial rulers depend on a cohesive; small group of elites such 

as party le_agers, military ot:Jicials, al)d business groups. 12 Becaus"e of the stiiaH 
size of the support coalition, authoritarian regimes under sanctio11s n:ught be betJer 
positioned to protect their supporters through positive induceme"o.Js. 

N_orth Korea is a prime example of an authoritarian regime with a relatively small 
· and co_hesive ru)ing coalition. The North Kore,m regime has been in power for 

over six decades und_er the l_eadership of the Kim family. It is a leader-centric 
regirne wi_t_h established bureaucratic institutions. The class system, Songbun, 
developed by the leadership detern:ul)es each citizen's status in sdciety, and access 
to basic needs and enipldynient opportunities. There are three main classifications· 
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sanctions .suggests that target leaders tend to eliminate growing dissent and 

opp_osition usirig various repressive rneims such as exttajudicial killing, torture, 

and political imprisonment. 16 

Democratic target regimes are less likely to suppress growing opposition using 

repression. Leaders in democracies are unlikely to pursue repressive strategies 

since they are constrained by institutional mechanisms such as the rule o( law 

and checks and ~alances. 17 A~tocrati~ leaders; on the other hand, do not face 

simj)ar in_s_titutional constraints to apply violent means. Therefore, dictators 

facing domestic or foreign threats migh_t be more inclined to use tm:ture, political 

imprisonment, and other forms of repressive tactics to cling to power.' 

The North Korean regime is cotisideied to be amciiig the world's most rejlressive 

regimes. The goveim:iient effectively iiloiiitors, discourages, arid qiiells opposition. 

The regime has iio tolerance towards even the mildest criticism of the leadership. 

Citizens are not permitted to hold independent 111eetings and gatherings without 

tl)_e regime;s approval and ~urveillanc:e. There is als:O rio independent media in 

North K.orea. The state fu{ly controls the 111_edia to ensure the dissemination of 

bias_ed infor111ation. The regime has a system of informaiits to detect organized 

disse_nt. Info_rmants are installed at factories, school_s, and party oflic:es. Every 

citizen is part of a neighborhood uiiit called ln_minbtm. lla~.h member of tJ:ie 

neighborhood-watch system is required to monitor fe)Jow members and repQ~ 

anti-regime activitjes to the party authorities. Those who have be~n suspected of 

political disobedience and other subversive activities often face harsh punishments 

such as public executions, torture, and years of imprisomiieritin ·pnsoii carilps. 18 

Even if the sanctions might create economic grievances and dissatisfaction 

with the current leadership, ordinary citizens simply lack channels to organize 

opposition. Its full control over the state apparatus, total surveillance of the 

society, and efficient institutions of repression help Pyongyang eliminate any 

challenges to its authority. Thus, the failure of economic coercion against North 

Korea is consistent with what might be expected given.the domestic make-up and 

practices _of the state. 

CAN ECONOMIC SANCTIONS BE DESIGNED BETTER? 

In this manuscript, I have argued that economic sanctions have been ineffectjve 

against North Korea in part because Pyongyang has been able to shield its support 

coalition from the economic hardship experienced by the ordinary citizenry; and 

has employed repression to quell any potential opposition. Can sanctions be better 
designed to put pressure directly on the ruling circle? 

The U .S.-led san~tions.duri_ng the.Co.Id War were 111ostly comprehensive measures 

11ci111.ed. at ful_ly restricting North Korea's t.rade an_d financi_al transactions with 
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prompt North Koreans to demand similar basic ri~ts and freedoms from their 
own regime. 

The failed record ofthe,sanctions does not imply that coercive economic policies 
should completely be abandoned in dealing with Pyongyang. Export sanctions on 
dual-use technologies and other materials used for nuclear purposes could still 
be partially effective. The ruling elites will not dismantle the nuclear program 
as it is an important deterrent to external aggression and a.security guarantee for 

the regime's survival. Though selective sanctions targeting the nuclear program 
will not necessarily result in a reversal of the nuclear program, they might at 
least impede or delay the regime's ability to develop more advanced nuclear 
technologies and equipment. 

Targe~ s@c_tio_llS on lux_ury goods could also 4elp p11t some pressure 011 the: 
ruiing elite,: if imPlem,mted effec_tively. There have been multiple rounds of UN 
sanction_s 011 t_he export oflux,uty goods to North Korea since io06_._ These select_ive 
sane.lions 4ave, so far, failejl.as the: regime has continued tp access most luxury 

itei»:S through illicit trade and the use of int_et111ediaries. There is also evidince 
that so111e sanc_ti_oning cou11tries, such as China, appear to have failed to strictly 

enforce the export ban on luxury goods to North Korea. 19 The ban on luxury goods 
has also not been very effective because there is no consensus among sanctioning 
countries• on what comprise luxury goods, as different countries have different 
lists of luxury goods. Hence, selective multilateral sanctions on luxury goods 

and other items would help pressure Pyongyang if the U.S., China, and other 
sanctioning countries agree on a shared list of luxury goods, create a mechanism 
to enforce the sanctions, and establish rules and procedures to penalize countries 
and private actors who breach sanctions. 

Financial s:rutcticiris on foreign banks could also be used to cµrb the regime's 
ability to have access to foreign c:urrency and disrupt its illicit financial activities. 
For instance, the U.S. Treasury Depaitmerit's de_cision to blacklist a Macau
based bank, Banco Delta Asia, accused ofriloriey lailildering in 2005 forced the 
government of Macau to ~eze N cirth Korean deposits iri the bank. Though the 
impact of the financial s:ailctior(s W(IS sh_ort-lived, as the regime found other ways 
to do b~inc,:ss through cl_an_desti1.1e. n_etwO:rks atjd third-party actors, it still initially 

restrictc:c:_i the regimc:'s ac_c~ss to ha~d curr"<hcy and the interriati_orial fimiilcial 

system. ' 0 Thus, financial sanctions such as the recent Treasury Department's 

designation of North Korea as a "primary money laundering concem"21 could put 
more direct pressure on the regiine by blocking its access to the U.S. dominated 
global financial system. Most countries and their financial institutions·would be 

compliant with financial sanctions ih order to avoid being kept out of the U.S.

dominated financial system and tarnishing their own reputation by cooperat_ipg 

with coun!Jje_s under fin,tnci_al sanct_ions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

If the 21st century ultimately fulfills its predicted destiny as the ''Pacific Century," 
future historians may mark 2013 as the watershed year in which the gravity of 
world power shifted decisively towards the Asia-Pacific. In this year, the revival 

of the ancient "Silk Roads" suddenly reenierged to captivate the attentiO:n of 

policymakers around the world, and to spark theil:riaginatio11 of collll~_less schol~ 
and analysts vvho speculate about the eme_rgen_ce of a "New Great Game" over 

power and irifluence in the dynamic but uncertain region. 

The sheer number of great powers and their potential ambitions in the Asia

Pacific are contributing to complex regional dynamics: among these are Russia'.s 
"Eastern Dream," India's "Act East" policy, Japan's "Free and Open Indo-Pacific 
Strategy," and even the U.S. "Pivot to Asia." Yet, perhaps the two most intriguing 
and notable visions for the region rriay be China's "One B_elt, One Road" 

(OBOR), and South Korea's "Eurasia Initiative" (EAi). While the former clearly 
overshadows the latter-and frankly all ot.he:r regional initia_tive_s-------illie to the . 
overwhelming b_readth and scope of China's ambi_tious planll, the relatively tiny 
South Ko.re_a's aspirations may ultimately hold the key to the success or failure of 

China's grand vision. 

In September 2013, Chi11a's President Xi Jinp_i_ng offici_aBy i_i:iit_i_ated one of the 
Il)Ost ambitious fo.reigi:i econonric strategies in modem time_s by any country: 

OBOR. If fully rea_Hzed, it will fundamentally alter the economic, political, and 
soci_al relationships between Eastern and. Western societies. Notably, just one 
month later in October, South Korea's President Park Geun-hye articulated her 
own vision for-an East-West connection. Her call for an '-'Era of Eurasia" echoed 

the image of building a ''Silk Road Express" which calls for physically linking the 
Western European continent with the farthest eastern end of the Asian continent, 

the Korean Peninsula. 

Neither of these ideas is particularly original .or new as they have waxed and 

waned over 1he centuries since the original Silk Road two thousand years ago 
allowed the flow of enormous quantities of goods, people,. and ideas between the 
two continents. Today, as in previous eras,. integration efforts are being driven 
largely by the multiplicity of grea_t powers with stra_tegic intere_sts and equ_ities in 
the A_sia-Pa~ific. _Alld as in th_e past, their ambitions and ac~ons have profound 
consequences for the myriad smaller states and societies that occupy strategically 
valuable geography that separates the great powers. One notable difference in 
the preserit era is that South Korea for the first time in its l ,000°plus year history 
(previously united until 1948) as an independent state, finds itself a:n iridisp_iltable 
regional and global "middl_e power." 

Since 1996 when the Republic of Korea (ROK - South Korea) joined the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), this new and 
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which much has been written already, the analysis here prioritizes the political and 

strategic motivations for the expJosion of initiatives both from within and outside 

the region to integrate the vast Asia-Pacific and to "connect" it with the rest of 

the world. Finally, this paper draws conclusions about how EAi reflects South 

K,orea 's national and regiorutl aspirations, and implicatioas for the relationship and 

interaction between the tvvo couµtries' alternate visions for a Eurasian continent. 

CHINAS 21ST CENTURY "SILK ROAD": OBOR 

Since assuming power in March 2013, Chinese President Xi Jinping has made 

the construction of networks that recreate the ancient silk roads coililecting the 

Chinese empire with the western world a pillar of modem China's national and 

foreign policies. Encapsulated in the catchy phrase "Orie Belt and One Road," 

the ambitious project is actually comprised of two separate components that are 

ultimately to be joined. 

The first coriiponerit is the Silk Road Economic Belt (SREB) which President Xi 

announced in September 2013 during an official visit to Kazakhstan, and refers 

to a rietworkof over-Jarid transportation corridors to be developed under Chinese 

direction. In the last decade, Beijing has steadily built within its own country 

new roads and rail links from its populated eastern seaboard to vast stretches of 

still largely undeveloped and less.sparsely populated territories in its western and 

southwestern provinces. 

Having connected the nation's vast western frontiers to its more developed 

eastern provinces via highways, railroads, pipelines, and telecommunication 

networks, China now wants t~ extend these infrastructure connections beyond its 

own borders across the Eurasian landmass all the way to the Western European 

mainland. The path includes countries in regions situated on the original 

Silk Road: Central Asia, the Caucuses, the Middle East; and Southern and 

Ceritral Europe. 2 

The SREB, however, i.s far more a,i:n.bit.ious than i:iie.rely reviving the ancient silk 

routes because it envisions integrating other regions well beyond the historical 

roads .. The new linkages also look northward, to connect China's nortlle.asten\ 

rust-belt with energy-rich Mongolia and Siberia via a modernized rail network. 

The SREB also looks south towards the Asian subcontinent, Southeast Asia, and 

even south-west towards Africa, seeking to create a cohesive economic area by 

creating land transportation networks, broadening trade, and increasing cu.I.tural 

and exchanges. 
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port of Mombasa.' From the east coast of Africa, MSR will then connect to the 

R.ed S.1:a vi.a Djibouti, who:re China. is building a nava.l base. 6 From there, the 

maritime connection will continue into the eastern Mediterranean,.and eventually 

central and southeastern Europe.' 

Spanning some 65 countries; approximately 4.4 billion people or 60 percent of 
the world's population, and about 40 percent of global GDP if and when fully 
implemented, OBOR has the potential to make China the driving economic and 
diplomatic force for a development strategy and framework that will integrate the 
entire Eurasia.• 

The sheer expansiveness of OBOR, however, makes the project arr(orphous and 
unwieldy, and this is exacerbated by the fact that the Chinese gove111rnent has not 
provided a clear definition of the strategy, with no official pubfic announcements 
even detailing tho: preciso: countries and regions involved. Nllr are the projects 

th.1,rnselves speci:fio:d 0th.er tllaI1 bei.ng reported in Chinese mo:di.a coverage as 
involving "inftastructure investment,'' but they have incJuc:led lll1c:ler a broad 
rubric everything from plllris to ins.tall signs and information kiosJ.cs in Armellia, 
to the $46 billi~n investment pledged to PakistaI! in April 2015. 9 

While OBOR is not necessarily a "new" initiative because China has been 
heavily investing in overseas infrastructure construction across Eurasia for the 
last decade, it is nevertheless tremeridoiisly noteworthy, in great part because it is 
the Chinese government's first.explicit articulation ofasingle iiil.ified vision that 
coordinates its pattern of promoting massive economic projects abroad. Perllaps 
more sigilificiu\tly, OBOR is a clear political eriiinciation of foreign economic 
strategies, and is the court try 's most ambitious foreign trade and irivestnierit 
project ever articiilated. 1' 

Furthermore, OBOR reflects a profound shift by President Xi away from China's 
long-standing foreign policy axiom in place since Deng Xiaoping deemed China's 
national interests as "keeping a low profile" in international affairs in order to 
focus on domestic economic modernization and stability. OBOR thus marks the 
start of a new era that casts aside past taboos against Chinese foreign intervention, 
including building overseas bases, developing clear spheres of influence, creating 
buffer zones, and forging alliances. 11 

OBOR's MOTIVES AND GOALS 

While many skeptics doubt both the feasibility and higlily ambitious vision of 
OBOR especially given the project's opacity, the Chinese government nevertheless 
has emphasized the strategy's primary purpose as economic in nature. Indeed, 

the government has been focused on increasing diplomatic coordination to 
standardize and link trade facilities, create free trade zones, and promote other 
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has understandably maintained a hyper0 vigilant preoccupation with not only 
protecting its territorial integrity but being wary of the potential for instability or 

conflict in any neighboring.state.•• 

Beijing's continuous support over the decades of the regime in Pyongyang-both 
implicit and tacit-'-despite iinmense international pressure against such policies 
further d_emcmstrates China's strategic pnority of s:Upporting and protecting its 
neighbors no matter how unpalatable or high the costs, especially ff the overarching 
goal is to fend off the presence of a major power such as the United States directly 
on its border. It is clear that North Korea serves as a useful geographic buffer 
between U.S. military forces which are.arrayed on the DPRK's southern border. 

In this sense, OBOR can be considered a prophylactic strategy to promote long
term stability in neighboring countries through economic investments to prevent 
Chiria being "forced" into a military confroritiition with another major power. 
Underlying China's preoccupation with stability both internally ahd in bordering 
countries is the CCCP's most immediate conce_rn: eH.min_ating separatist 
movements that endanger the unity of the Chinese political system and its 
functioning as a unified state. In ·a country of over 1.38 billion people, increased 
agitation among the 11.5 million Muslim Uighurs, the largest ethnic minority,. is 
becciriiing a serious domestic security concern due to their growing extreme and 
vi.ol_ent efforts to gain greater autonomy and even independence from Beijing's 
increru;ingly hai:sh authority 11Pcd oversight. 17 

· 

The possibility of any separatist iiloverilent succeeding is anathema to the Chinese 
lead~ip and is an unacceptable d.evelopment because of its potential to trigger a 
domino effect that could lead to the c9llapse of the entire state syst_em. Elections thi_s 
year in Taiwan and Hong Kong have intensified the Beijing leadership's concerns 
about challenges to its central authority." Movements calling for independence 
may actually be more threatening to the Chinese leadership than pro-democracy 
movements, because they are a dii-ect threat to President Xi's dream of building 
a strcmg nation-s~te_. While separati_st vers_us prcrdemocracy agitations may be a 
distinction without a difference for the much of the world, espec_ially in the West, 
for the CCP pro-democracy efforts are threatening in great part because they may 
trigger calls for separatism .or independence from ethnic minority groups. 

Thus, while some analysts argue that the geostrategic aspects of OBOR are 
"overstated" because its primary objective is ultimately to "advance key 
economic goals,'' the argiir\lent here is that there sejiins to be little doub_t that for 
Beijing, economic goals are subordinate components of broader national goals, 
which in tum formulate the basis for geo-political calculations." In essence, 
OBOR is a manifestation ofa new "extra0 territorial" project by China that seeks 

to shape a new informal architecture in surrounding regions which prioritizes 
stab11ity-e:Conomic, political, and social-as the pririlary goal for nations within 

OBOR's orbit. 
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infrastructure projects. Orie example is the estimated $45 billion construction in 

Egypt ofa new adniliiistrative and busi1iess capital cin 270 square miles of remote 

dis_ert !_and. While QO pub_Ii_c details have lieeil released, ttie project is crucial for 

Presid~nt _Abd_o:,I Fa):tllh A! Stsi w~o tCJo~ power tl)roiigb a bloody m{Jitary coup _in . 

2013, and is trying to bu_il_d pCJiitical Iegitii:r:i,icy and boost_ his trou_bl_ed e<:ono!Ily 

through infrastructure development. 25 

Cciirijl:Ctiticin virith Western, Japanese, and even South Korean interests in key 

regions is certainly a primary consideration in China's implementation of its 

OBOR strategy. As s:Uch, a third, arid perhaps the most significant ecorioinic 

tool 11tilized by Beijing !CJ support OBOR iriitiatiVes is !lie Asian Irifrastructufe 

I_nves!Jnent Banlc_ (AHB}. Otl_iciaily launched in October 2014 with Chiria 

providipg lllost of tlie $100 l!iilion i_n_it_i_al capital, it sought to expand multilateral 

lllembership ®d quickJy g(l!llered app{icati_ons frciiri mcire thao 40 goveffurjeiJ.ts 

frci1l1 five co_nt_i_n¢n1:s, despite s_trong disapproval from th:C United States." Notably, 

1l1_any of tile countries th_at are included in OBOR are also members ofAIIB. 

China's bold creation of the Al!B has sparked intense debate about its intentions 

and motives. Ostensibly initiated by China to meet the needs of an admittedly 

enormous and much-needed infrastructure financing deficit in Asia, there can be 

little doubt that the Al!B serves as a mechanism to extend Chinese ambitions 

to @:lease its geopolitical influence. At least three of AIIB's initial projects 

wiH involve expanding transport arteries in Central Asia and Pakistan." Yet the 

Al!B is hardly a siil~ar financing mechanism for China's OBOR ambitions, 

as its operations wiU be expanded gradually, investing only $1.5 to $2 billion 

in infrastructure this year, with _a goal cif reaching $10 billion by .2018; these 

ant_ou_nts are an insignificant ccintributicm to the $900 billion projected estimate 

ofOBOR's cos.ts. 

Thus, the real significance of the Al!B and its role in OBOR is not really its 

financial contributions or clout in regional development, but rather that it 

serves an instrumerital purpose to bolster the legitimacy of China's vision of 

art expaoding extra-territorial order. As The Economist recently noted, the AIIB 

"institutionalizes" official Chinese lending abroad which has been '·'generous, but 

ccintenJioiis.'''·' By muting Chinei(e financial contributions to development and 

infrastructure projects in th:C region behind the cloalc of a multilateral identity, 

developing co_untries can bec_o_nie mc>:re read.i)y a:cc11stofiled to accept Chinese 
economic influence, with less dome_s_tic poli.tic.'!l a11d soc_ial resistanc:e. 

Indeed, AIIB is only cirie part of China's broaderstiategy of spreading its financial 

we_ight to other 1l111ltilatc:111I institutio_ns in virhich it plays the lead role. Another is 

the N¢vv Development Ba_nk (NDB), a development cirganiziitioh that replaces 

tile origirial BR_ICS Develcipinent Ba_nk.29 China's tactic of organizing milltilateral 

groupings, particularly in its sufri:iimdiilg regions to serve its broader strategic 
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(TPP);'' RCEP is widely considered a partial alternative to TPP because the 

former includes China, India, and the ROK, not current members of TPP.33 If 
fully realized, linkage of the trilateral Northeast Asia FTA with RCEP and TPP 
would create a "super" free trade area linking not just the European and Asian 

continents, but the North and South American ones as well. 

According to one ROK government representative, EAi when fully integrated 

will create a '·'gigantic market accounting for more than 90 percent of the world 

economy ... with the Korean Peninsula [as] the Gateway of Eurasia" linking it 

across the Pacific ocean to the Americas. It is envisioned as a combined region 

encompassing almost 55 million square kilometers----or 40 percent ofthe world's 

land area~with 78 countries, and accounting for more than 70 percent of the 
global population.34 Most importantly, the eastern-most starting point for the 

continental Eurasia region is the southern tip of the Korean Peninsula. 

While soni.e may be skeptical of the grandiosity of siich a boastful vision, it is a 

fact that South Korea's advanced port infrastrilctiire and strength in the global 

shipping industry-notwithstanding the ctirtent troubles plaguing HaitjUr

provides a natural gateway from the Asian continent to the Pacific, providing 

maritime and land access points from continental Eilrasia to the Atlantic. 

Moreover, geographical linkages through Central Asia are key to the fulfillment 

of this vision, and South Korea has had a relatively long history of economic and 

cultural ties with the countries of this region. While the immense popularity of 

the '·'Korean Wave" of popular culture, or hallyu, sweeping through the region is 

a relatively new phenomena that has certainly raised the profile ofSouth Korea in 

Central Asia, social and economic ties are deeper. 

For example, Uzbeki~tan is astonishingly home to the fourth largest Korean 

diaspora population globally (after China, the United States, and Japan), 

numbering more than 176,000.35 And remittances to Uzbekistan from the 17,000 
i;thhic Koreans or Kory'o Saram who moved to South Korea to workare estimated 

to exceed $100 miflion annually. Uzbekistan has iiow replaced Kazakhstan as 

South Korea's primary trade partner iit Central Asia, with $ 1.9 billion in trade 
in 2015. In addition, South Korea's inves.tments in that country, including the 

Surgil gas fi~l.d, the join.t co.nstructiO:IJ of a ll)!ljor Uzbi;~ gas processing plant, 
and development of a natural gas development. project in the Bukh:ara region, a;e 

estimated to be worth a combined $12 billion." 

The growing importance of Uzbekistan as South Korea's strongest economic 

partner in the region is a strong indication that EAi's broader goals are to seek 

benefits beyond merely short-term i;conomic gaiiis. Indeed, the success of 

EAi's implementation is implicitly based oil the shared understanding among 

participants that broader strategic considerations can be achieved. 
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The significance of South Korea's confidence that it can play a bridging role 
between large and small powers, as well as between the developed and developing 
economies as a rationale and goal for EAI should not be underestimated. This is 
bas:e<I 0:11 one of the motivating principles of the preceding NAI, in which Presi_dent 

Lee asserted that the RO~ can play a c.entral role i_n representing the interests of 

Asian n11tioi:is in th_e global arena in a more plausible fashio11 than C):1ir:ia or Japan, 
whose occasi_onal over-bearing attitudes have often tainted political goodwill in 

.the region. 

Indeed, as a small power that ofteil fell victim to the eidgeilc1es of great power 

competition, Korea's historical experiences carry great resonail¢e with many 
countries notjust i_n Ce_n_tral Asi_a but als:O in Souiheast Asia, \Cyh9 have similarly 

been domU1atl:<i cult_urally, politically, economically, an_d evei:i m{(itartiy at some 

time by Chi_n.ese and_ J~panese empires. Recent Chines_e di§plays of militarY 
muscularity in tJ:ie region, especially in maritime arenllli, has only heightened 
concern about Chine_se intimidati_on among the smaller countri_es of Southeast Asia. 

Exacerbating their insecurity is the growing uncertainty about the futµre of U.S. 
commitments in Asia in part due to the lack-luster success of the "Asia Pivot" -

including increasingly negative rhetoric regarding the TPP, the designated "core" 
of the Pivot-and the forthcoming change in leadership in Washington. South 

Korea is therefore, uniquely positioned to bethe "honest broker'' in furthering the 

interests of smaller powers in the region. 

Thus, EAI's broa91:r ambition_s .ex.ceed the ntore llllITow interests of obtaining 

economic gains-for the ROK an_d participating cQuntri.~ough 1111:rely 
broadening intra- and inter-regional trade, or even the longer-t.erm benefits of 

reducing energy insecurities by expanding and connecti!lg nat_ural r_.esource 
networks in Eurasia. In effect, the ultimate strategic vision ofEAI is of achieving 

a "win-win" outcome for all that creates not just "one continent" but a "continent 
of peace," according to President Park.43 

THE "PIVOT" OF EAi: NORTH KOREA 

While EAI'.s primary objective· is clearly to promote closer cooperation within 
the regiori also envisaged in China's expansive OBOR, perhaps its most crucial 
c:Onipohent, is the ililderlyiilg intention to p_ennaneiltly alter dynamics on the 
K_orean Peninsu_la. While the econo111ic sc_ope of EAI is niiiliscµle compared to 
OBOR-predictably so, given China's vast relative economic resources-in o:n:e 
sense President Park's vision is even more grandiose than Chi_n_a's ambiti_ous 

scheme, due to the ROK 's unambiguous prioritization of EAi's political goal: 
to fundamentally alter the geopolitical and security landscape of Northeast Asia. 

Presiden.t Park declared that this is to be ac:COmplished by the "establishment of 
peace o·n the Korean Peninsula," thereby unleashing the physical flow of economic, 
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transport, for which the ROK's immense trading volume is almost entirely 
dependent. Furthermore, the potential reduction in overland shipping costs 
between South Korea to Europe could eventually be reduced ilp to 30 percent, 
according to some estimates, providing a milch-needed boos.t to Soutl;i Korean 
exports, upon which the econorily's growth is stiil lieavily d_ependent.48 

Despite these potential economic gains, the primary impetus driving South 
Korea's EAl is not economic, but political and security motives. This was evident 
in the subsequent elaboration of the official title to the Ja:uilch of Park's EAi 
speech: '-'One Continent, Creative Continent, Coritinerit of Peace: Opening and 
Denuclearization of North Korea Through the Peaceful Prosperity ofEilrilsia."49 

Reinforcing the prioritization of North Korea as the paiam<iuilt element of EAi's 
future success was President Park's corresponding launch of the "Northeast Asia 
Peace and Cooperation Initiative" (NAPCI) articulated during her address to 
the Joint Session of the U.S. Congress in May 2013.'°NAPCI was a roadmap 
for implementing Trustpolitik beyond the Peninsula, to increase coopera.tion 
and reduce distrust at the regional level, according to Yun Byurig-Se, ROK's 
Foreign Minister. 51 

Indeed, in the months and years following NAPCI's articulation, the ROK 
government launched a concerted effort to promote policies towards North Korea 
of''humanity, co-prosperity, and integration." These included the Ministry of 
Unification's (MOU) August 2014 announcement proposing 96 new inter-Korean 
projects, including support for North Korea's fishing industry, restoration of 
ecological systems, and normalization of the Kaesong Industrial Complex, which 
by 2014 had been reduced after inter-Korean tensions mounted in 2010J2 The 
MOU proposal also included plans to consider revitalization of the Kaesong
Sinuiju rail link that had been stalled for years." 

Notably, neither Trustpolitik nor NAPCI were genuinely new concepts in South 
Korean approaches towards the North, despite being presented as "bold new" 
initiatives by the Park government. Indeed, the basic· tenets of Trustpolitik built 
upon the principles of '·'Sunshine Policy" or engagement, initiated by President 
Kim Dae Jung (1998-2003). And NAPCI's principles had been earlier encoded in 
the September 19, 2005 Joint Statement of the "Six Party Talks," which formally 
established and launched one of the five Working Groups: the "Northeast Asia 
Peace and Security Mechanism" (NEAPSM).54 

President Park's refinemenfofpreviously established policies is a reflection of the 
continuity of national security priorities that bas prevailed in South Korean foreign 
policies over the decades. EAi's true innovation, however, is the resurrection of the 
connection between the ROK's regional and global strategies with inter-Korean 
objectives; such a linkage had been severed with the end ofthe Cold War and 
the collapse of the Soviet Union in the early I 990s. At that time, the Kim Young 
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CONCLUSION 

I_n toclay's uncei:tain glob.al envjrol\lcll"t,nt with new threats 1111d crises emerging 

with startling frequency, the Korean Peninsula unfortunately remains the focal 

point of a steady and compelling security problem, as it has for almost 70 years. 

Aside froll1 the profoundly tragi_c human costs of the continued divis_ion of the 

Korean people, the political consequences of ongoing tensions and the potential 

for an outbreak of the Korean War frozen for 63 years has global ramifications, 

not the least because it co)ild involve mil#ary confrontatjon ainohg the world's 

three largest nuclear weapons powers-=the United States, China, Russia

and of cours_e now No_rth Korea as an "illegitimate" nud~ar power. Yet, a 

permanent resolution of the bitter division of the Korean Peninsula has perhaps 

equally profound consequences for the future of the entire AsiaaPacific-Eurasia 

region, and may even hold the key to possible integration of the Eastern and 

Western worlds. 

Chiria has embarked <in an astonishingly ambitious path to link several continents 

under a new informal architecture shaped by its desire to. expand extra-territorial 

stabil1_ty. Yet, th_e purposefuily iilllited view westwar.d (and north a_nd south) With 

the explicit exclusion of its easternmost neighbor, the Korean Periinsula which is 

economically and strategically crucial for true regional integration, is strikingly 

stark. It is perhaps further confirmation that for China, maintenance of the status 

quo---<livision of the Korean Periinsula--even with North Korea's ongoing 

pw:sujt of nuc_l_ear 'l\'eapons programs, serves Chinese strategic goa_ls: ensuring 

extra-territorial stability especially in its bordering countries. 

Silch entrenched Chinese interests aie increasingly at odds with South Korea's 

own vision for the region, supported by its growing confidence as a solid middle 

power. E_xacerbati_ng Korean skeptic:_i_sm about C't:i_i_nes:e r~giona_l a111_bit_i_ons 

has been Beijing's increasing boldness in asserting its power in the region, as 

evidenced by China's unilateral declaration of an AirDefense Identification Zone 

(ADlZ) in Noveitt_ber 2013, which shocked many S_outh Koreans because ofi_ts 

inclusion ofleodo (or "Parangdo" by Korea), a rock that China claims as part of 

its territorial rights (Suyan Rock)."Thus, the ROK's "Eurasian Initiative," despite 

purporting to share similar goals with OBOR of reviving the ancient Silk Roads 

to promote economic benefits for all involved, is far more likely to be divergent 

paths than a shared road. 

Yet, more· than the potential loss of long-term regional benefits, the divergence 

between the two visions for extra-regiolial integration signal a deeper and 

troubling disparity in fundamental views about regional security. China's refusal 
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port, to China Cosco Holding Company, a Chinese ~tate-mvned enterprise (SOE). 
Cosco already operates two container terminals in Piraeus under a 35-year concession 
it acquired in 2009. (Nektaria Stamoulim "Greece Signs Deal to Sell Stake in Port of 
Piraeus to China's Cosco," Wall S! Jdufna_l,April 8, 2016_.) 

8 Bert Hofinan, "China's One Belt One Road Initiative: What We Know Thus Far," East 
Asia on tile Rise, December 4, iOl5; http://blogs.worldbank.org/eastasiapacific. 

' "The Grand Design of China's New Trade Ro_utes," STRATFOR, June 24, 2015_. 
10 OBOR offic:ially became embedded in formal Chinese national strategy in March 2015, 

wl)_e_n the Nati_orra) Development and Reform Coriintission, along with th:C Min_istries 
of Foreign Affairs and Commerce, released an extensive joint "blueprint'' for OBOR. 
It was further reinforced in the country's official 13th "Five-Year Plan), announced in 
Oc:tober 2015 (Djat\kov, Ibid.) 

11 Clover and Lin. 
12 Jacob Stokes, "Cluna's Road Rules: Beijing Looks West Toward Eurasian Integration,'' 

Fon,ign Affairs, April 19, 2015. 
13 Sui-Wee Lee, "China's Xi: Trade Between China and Silk Road Nations to Exceed $2.S 

Trillion,'' Reuters, March 29, 2015. 
1
• STRATFOR. 

1
' Energy demand jri Chi11a_has exp_l_oded by more than 500 percenJ since 1980, and the 

country is now the world's largest energy consumer, and as of 2014 a net importer of 
oil. Additionally, its heavy reliance on coal - approximately 40 percent of the nation's 
h~.t!ng an_d electricity- has strai_i;ied the eriyiriiiirntint. (Djankoy, Ib_id). Moreover, vvi_th 
Beijing's recent commitment to the Paris Global Climate pact,· the government must 
implement ambitious plans to move away from coal to cleaner imported sources of 
,;n_ergy. 

1• China share borders with 14 sovereign countries, more than any other country: 
A.fgliani_sla!); Bhlltaj'i; India; Kaj:akhstan; Noith Korea; K~tan; Laos; Mongolia; 
Myanmar (Burma); Nepal; Pakistan; Russia; Tajikistan; and Vietnam. 

17 Tll:C govl:l1U_ljen_t official_ly re_c,,gni~ 56 ethrii_c groups co111prised of some I OS million 
people; the Han represent the largest ethnic group comprising nearly 
92 percent of the population. 

18 "Elections in· Hong Kong: A Not-So-Local Difficulty," The Economist,- September IO, 
2016. 

19 Christopher K. Johnson, "President Xi Jinping's 'Belt and Road' Initiative," Center for 
Strategic and International Studies, March 20 I 6: p. 20. 

20 "China's Silk Road Fund Makes First Investment in Pakistan's Hydropower Project," 
Xinhua (http:/ /news.xiribuanetcom/english/20 I S-04/21/c _ 134167533.htm). 

21 China's three main "policy banks" are: China Development Bank (CDB), Export
linpol'I Bank of China (EXIMBC), and Agriculll!ral t>evelopment Bank of China 
(ADBC), and they are further supported by the Central Bank of China (CBOC) which 
regularly boosts them with billions of dollars of foreign reserves. (Gabriel Wildau, 
''<::hi_na B~~ks Up S_i_lk Road Ambi_tiorjs Wit_h $62!!n Capital Injection," Financial Times, 
April 20, 2015.) 

22 H~ Yini, "Ch_inato Invest_ $900 bil_lion in Belt _and R!)iid ljii_tiative," China Daily, 
May28,201S. 

23 Wildau. 
24 Adam Bouyamourn, "UAE, China to Set Up $IO Billion Strategic Investment Fund,'' 

Tit~ 1-{~tio_rial, I>e_C:C!ll.ber IS, 20)5; Ce¢ily Liu, "R~ia_Seeking Ck,serPartici1>ation _in 
China's OBOR,'' China Daily (Europe), January 21, 2016. 
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41 In October 1937, in one of the largest and most brutal mass transfers of an entire ethnic 
group, tlie Soviet Union forcibly moved its entire popuiation (Iii, 781) of et!mic . 
Kon,juis fro.m the Russian far East to an unpopulated area of what was .then the Kazakh 
Soviet Socialist Republic. Left to fend for themselves in a desolate and inhospitable 
environm_ent with no supplies, these hearty Koreans foraged hous_ing dug by hand into 
the hillsides and somehow managed to survive the harsh winter. These Koryo Saram, 
which today number over 1()7,00J), are today well-integrated into Kazakh soctety 
and have earned a respected reputation as industrious and hard-working, certainly 
contributing greatly to modem Kazakh admiration and affinity for the Korean people 
and culture. (Hwarig,"New Horizon in SK-Central Asia Relations," KE!, 2012) 

42 In th.e 1990s, Nazm:ba.ev even conunissioned .South Km:i;an economist Chan Young 
Bang to draft the original concept paper for Kazakhstan's privatization program, 
although the final drat that was eventually implemented contained elements totally 
foreign to Bang's concepts. (Robert Cutler, "South Korea Deepens Ro.le i.n Central 
.Asia," Asia nmes, May 25, 20t2) · ·· · · · · 

43 Hyun, NUAC Statement. 
44 "R~ by Pn:sid~t Pm:J< G.;un-liye, at. t!,e 2013 Inte.matiojlal Co11(eren~ on Global 

Cooperation in the Era of EtD'!lsia," Seoul, Korea, October-I 8, 2016 (http://www.korea. 
net/Griyernment/Briefing-Room/Presidential-Speeches/view?articleld= 114334) 

" Bruce Cumings, Korea~ Place in the Sun (Norton, 2005). 
46 · Ser Myo-Ja, "Seoul Proposes Linked Railroads With North,'' JoongAng Daily, January 

20, 2015. 
47 The idea was first publically articulated prior to her election as President of the ROK in 

Dt,c!"Ilbi?" 2!)12 ~9 slibs#tu.ent ~_uguraµoil in Feliri,ary 2013 (Park ~hye, 
"A New Kind of Korea: Building 'Iiust Between Seoul and Pyongyang," Foreign 
Affairs, Septem~r/October 201 I). lbey vvere further refined .a.nd articµlate<I in the 
so-called "Dresden Initiative" or officially: "An Initiative for Peaceful Unification on 
the. Korean Peninsula: Qresden - Beyond Division, Toward Integration," delivered 
in Dresden, Germany, March 28, 2014. 

48 Yong Kwon, "Sou.th Korea's Euiasia Ambitions," The Diplomat,August 20, 2014. 
49 Hyun, NUAC Statemen~ Ibid. 

'° ''Address by President Park Geun-hye to the Joint Session of the United States 
Congress," .May 8, 201.6, Washingtov, D,C. . 
(http://www.korea.net/Goverrunerit/Briefing-Room/Presidential-Speeches/view?artidel 
d= I l I 940&pagelndex=6) 

'
1 Yun Byung-se, "Park Geun-hye's Trustpolitik: A New Framework for South Korea's 

Foreign Policy," Global Asia, Septem~ 2013. 

" Inter-Korean economic activities were significantly reduced with the so-called "May 
24" s_anctions imposed on Nor:fu K<lrea in 2010, foll.owing the sinking of the 
ROK frigate Cheonan, in March 20 I 0. 

" Yi Whan-woo, "Seoul Mulls Helping NK Transport System," Korea limes,August 18, 
2014. 

54 Full Tex~"Joint Statement of the Fourth Round oftbe Six-Party Talks" Beijing, China, 
SePt~mber 19, 2005 (http://www.state.gov/p/eap/regiojlal/cl5455.ht.m). · 

" C::f:,oe Sang-Hun, "Chin.a's:Airspace Clam Inflames lies to South Korea, Too," New York 
limes, November 27, 2013. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In December 2014 the South Korean Foreign Minister Yun Byung-se declared 
2015 as the ''Year of the Middle East" ' A few months later President Park 
Geun-hye said: "The Middle East can be the answer to our prayer for economic 

revitalization."' "The Second Middle East Boom" was the term subsequently 
coined to describe Middle East-Korea relations. The volume of trade benveen 

the Middle East and Korea, the importance: of the Middle East as a vital source of 
011 and gas and the huge infrastructure and construction contracts in th_e Micldl_e 

East being avi"atded to South Korean companies make the region a vi~! ecoi:iolJ!ic 

partner. Petrole"um was a,bout 39 percent and na,t_ural gas 16 percent o_f South 

Korea's to_tal primary energy consiir!lption i_n 201_4. The iinporta,nce.ofthe Middle 
East as an energy source for South Korea can be seen in these figures: Seoul 

iinports !llore th_ll,!l 80 percent of i~ crude oil from the Middle East: Saudi Arabia 
34 percent, Kuwa_it 16 percent, UAE 11 percent, Qatar IO percent, Iraq 8 percent, 

and Iran 5 percent. 3 The lifting of the sanctions on Iran after the PS+ I, which will 
increase Iran's oil exports to Korea, embody Seoul's.aspirations for strengthened 

ties in the Middle East. 

The P5+1 agreement with Iran 6pe:ns a window of opport_tµrity for South Korean 

con:iplllli~s t_o c:C,mpete for infrastructure, C(?nstruct_ion, and energy sector projects 
i_n Iran. It wi_(I a_l_low the Republic of Korea to double its trade with the Is_Iamic 
Republic of Iran, which was constrained for several years due to the sanctions 

iinposed on Iran by the United Nations, the European Union, and the United 

States. Seoul was bound by the United Nations Security Council sanctions and 

by pressure from Washington to abide by UN and U.S. sanctions on Iran. As a 
result, the tra:de between Iran and South Korea decreased from $10,045 million 

in 2013 to $6,098 million last year.• Now that this last sanctions barrier has been 
removed, South Korean companies are returning to Iran to do business without 

fear of violating any UN-imposed restrictions. The Islamic Republic of Iran is 

currently looking for opportunities to develop its economy after several years of 
sanctions which crippled their GDP growth.' 

South Korea is.not, however, the only country seeking business opportunities in 
Iran. In January 2016, Chinese President Xi Jinping visited Iran=--the first visit 
by a Chinese president in ten years6-sending a _clear message that Beijing is 
also looking for potential business ventures. Japan, Germany, France, Britain, 

and India are other important competitors, all looking for billions of dollars of 
contracts in the Iranian market.' Once Washington eases the restri_ctions on U.S. 
companies, it is iikely that they too wi(l be in the mar~et. 

Official state visits to the Middle East by President Lee Myung-bak in 2012. and 

President Park Geun-hye in 2015 and 2016 demonstrated the centrality of the 

Middle East in general, and not just Iran, for South Korea. However, due to the 
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Arabia was not willing to limit its oil production. 12 Both the disagreements between 
OPEC members and oil production in Iraq and, particularly, Iran will keep oil prices 
relatively low at $25-45 a barrel. This will affect the state income of some of the oil
producing countries that are dependent on oil, for example, Iran and Saudi Arabia 
Likewise, low oil prices will force:SaudiArabia to consider its balance of payments, 
thus forcing a reduction in expenditure or a search for alternative incomes; otherwise 
it is likely to face internal economic and political problems in the next few years. 

SoW"Ce: Korea International Trade Association WWW.kita.org. 

• In the 1_3,51 two y<'lll'S Saµdi Arabia an<,! Korea have sign1:d deals to increa,5e their 
trade an_d cooperation ini:luding, among others, hiring S_011th Kor®I en:~rs for 
the state o{l refir1ery13 and expanding Korea-GCC" trade to other sectors beyond 
oil, gas, and constfuction. Examples of this include health, tourism, information ano 
comniilliication technology (ICT),1' and the energy sector,'' ili.dudiiig the selling of 
South Korean nuclear power plants in billions of dollars to Saudi Arabia. Another 
opportunity for expanding trade between Korea and Saudi Ara:bia is the first Saudi 
Arabia produced car, Ghazal l, which was unveiled by SaudiAra:bia's King~ 
in 2010.17 A Middle Eastern higb quality car designed and produced by Saudi Ara:bia 
has a. potentially huge market among the GCC and beyond .. The South Korean car 
industry could leverage its expertise to increase its involvement in the Saudi car 
industry, thus boosting exports while at the same time improving trade relations 
between Korea and Saudi Arabia. Seoul should be aware that both European and 
Japanese car companies are also likely to try and take their share. The new Saudi 
Arabia 2030 vision launched by Mohammed bin Salman also opens a new window 
for economic cooperation between South Korean companies and the rising Saudi 
Arabian private sector that is expected to play an important role. 18 

Iran repreSCllts anotlter large, strategic trailing partner in th1: region. Presi<lcet1t Park 
Geun-hye's visit to Iran in May _2016 with representatives frqm 236 South Korean 
cor,;tpanies sends a clear message that South Korea is ready to expand business 
ties wi):h lra!i, wh_ich were constrained during the era of sanctions. 1• nus was the 
first meeting between leaders of the two countries since 1962, emphasizing the 
i111pcirtan:ce of President Park's V!sit. As se:e11 in Table. 2, Korea_'s trade with Iran was 
doing very well prior to the imposition of sanctions. South Korea's to_tal trade with 
Iran was greater, for example, than its trade with the UK or Friuice. 20 
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Seoul should be aware, however,.that its new partnership with Tehran might raise 
some questions in Riyadh." There is a delicate diplomatic chess game going on in 
the regi_oil that includes not just the.dyadic relations between Iran and Saudi Arabia 
but also the conflicts in which botll state_s are involvecl, namely, Yemen and Syria. 
Yemen and Syria are both embroiled in civil wars in which Tehran and Riyadh, 
ostensibly non-players in the conflicts, are involved directly; by sending forces 
into the battlefield, and indirectly, by supporting the militants who fight against 
the government or the militant groups who fight alongside the government forces. 
South Korea shoiild, therefore, be aware of the consequences of getting involved 
i_n one of these conflicts. For now, with the exception of the influx of refugees 
from Syri_a to Europe, the conflicts in Syria and Yeme11 have, on the whole, been 
contai_ne<i to th~St! two coun~es. Nevertlle_l_~s, the conflict in Ye_rnen could spi{I 
over to Saudi Arabia if the Houthi forces (backed by Iran) in Yenien perceive that 
they are losing the battle and choose to attack strategic sites in Saudi Arabia in order 
to convince Riyadh to withdraw its forces from Yemen. Such attacks on Saudi's oil 
refineries would increase the price of oil and greatly affect foreign trade. For the 
time being, Seoul has been able to continue its Middle East policy without being 
perceived to take sides· in the ongoing tensions between Iran and Saudi Arabia. 

Likewise, South Korea would be wise not to forget that the honeymoon currently 
being enjoyed between Iran and the world's nations might come to an end if Iran 
decides to violate the P5+ I agreement by developing a nuclear weapon. For now, 
however, Iran lacks any incentives to breach the agreement and risk the billions of 
dollars in contracts that are importaiit to its economy. 

Although Israel is located near the Middle Eastern states that were affected by the 
Arab Spring, it was able minimize the aftershocks of theAra:b Spring on its security 
arid economy, but potential security threats still exist. Economic cooperation 
between Israel and S_o_uth Korea is improving each year. Israel cannot offer South 
Korea oil or huge i_n_frastructure and construction projects as the GCC states rriight. 
However, it can offer high techno_logy that South Korean companies are looking for, 
R&D centers, and military cooperat_ion. Both_ states have cleclai:ed thei[ intentions to 
negotiate a free trade agreement after years of postponement due to South KoreaJJ, 
geopolitical reasons. The announced FTA negotiation demonstrates the importance 
of the economic interests to both .states." Nevertheless, one should wait and see 
if Korea will approve the FTA with Israel before signing FTAs with other Middle 
E_ast~rn states in order to not endanger their economic relations with the rest of the 
region. South Korea will continue. to balance its e<:onomic ancl political interests 
in a way that will allow it to continue its economic and diplomatic relations with 
Israel without being criticized by theArab states for having a pro,Israeli policy. 
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Source: Korea International Trade Association www.kita.org 

Although trade between J_ordan and South Korea is relatively limited, as Table 

3 demonstrates, Jordan is one cif the Middle Eastern stittes that South Korea can 

ass_i_st without the need to send military forces which might inadvertently drag 

it into regiona_l conflict. Seoul co_uid help to prevent a crisis that might damage 

the stability of Jord_an or o_ther countrie_s in the region, for example by increasing 

South Korea's official development assistance (ODA) to Jordan to help provide 

humanitarian assistance for the Syrian refugees. The South Ko_re_an gove_mment 

could, in addition, offer loans and subsidies to South Korean companie_s that 

establish research and development centers in Jordan, thus provi_ding employment 

for Jordanian and Palestinian engineers. These centers will make Jordan an 

important R&D hub and improve its image in the region. 

DESTABILIZED COUNTRIES 

The destaliilized states in the Middle East will pose a threat to South Korea'.s 

interests in the region if it decides to get militarily involved in these conflicts. 

S_eoul would thus be advised to continue with its rietitral policy towards these 

conflicts, aH the while preparing a contingency plan for the day after. Once the 

wars in thes_e stat_es en~, they wi{l n_eed to rebuild their cjmrttries, and South 

Korea could be there to llffer both experience an_d financial assistance to fund the 

construction of new infrastructures. 

Syria (along \Vith Libya and Yemen) is an example of cine of the destabilized 

Middle Eastern countries. As s_hovvn in Table 4, trade between Scitith Korea 
and Syria is quite limited, and, due t_o the Syrian_ civil wa:r, has decreased 

yet further. It should be noted that due to its diplomatic rela_tions with Is~el, 
South Korea does not have diplomatic relations with Syria. 

The involvement of Russia and the U.S. in the Syrian war can be S1:e_il as th_e 

new ''semi-Cold War" arena, and South Korea would be well advised to remll.jn 

uninvolved. Russian military involvement has increased tension with the U.S. 

and other Middle Eastern states (Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Israel); it is perceived 

as Moscow'.s attempt to tip the balance of power in the Middle East toward a 

Moscow-Tehran-Damascus axis.33 Although Moscow has withdrawn most of its 

forces from Syria, it continues to be active in the region. Washington, Riyadh, 
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political, and geopolitical factors is imperative. The economic indicators of 
each state are clearly crucial when making decisions regarding investment in 
the Middle East; however, the conflicts in Syria and Yemen, the tension between 
Tehran and Riyadh, and the militan_t destabil~ing forces in the region which 
might influen~e the out~omes Qf any economic benefits cannot be ignored. The 
Korean government would, therefore, be recommended to consult with South 
Korean companies about the political and security dynamics of the Middle East. 
These issues must be taken into account but should not prevent South Korea 
from boosting its gains in the Middle East for the sake of mutually improved 
economic relations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Korea is faced with periodic environmental disasters in the form of pollution 
blowing from China. 1 In the winter, excessive burning of coal for heating has 
effects as far away as the U.S., shown in Figure I, where cities like Los Angeles 
receive the e:quivale11t of one extra day of poil1.1tion p_er year from China's 

production of goods for export.' In the fall and spring,.westem trade winds sweep 
up yellow dust from the deserts of northern China and Mongolia, to which soot and 

carcinogens from China-based industrial processes attach,'·' shown in Figure 2 • -· •. • • I • .• •• .,. • • -••• • . 

(http://'www:eanet.asia/prod1.1ct/RSAP/RSAP.pdt). The health-related consequences 
are more. deleterious than those produced from traditional air pollution. Indeed, the 
long,term health consequences of particulate matter 2.5 micrometers·or less in size 

(PM, ,) is particularly con!,:eming, as PM,_, is so sma_ll Iha\ i\ C311 dir~ctly enter the 
bloodstream. after being inhaled. Such dust is laden with pathogens,' lead, cadmiiuri, 
and arsenic,• and East Asia's concentrations of PM,_, pollution are the 
highest worldwide. 

Figure 1. Percentage and distribution of black carbon in 2006 from 
Chinese export industries 
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Figure 2. Spatial distributions of annual emissions and deposition 
of yellow dust in 2010 

Source: http://www.eanetasia/product/RSAPIRSAP.pdf 
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Korean public opinion on the subject of transboundary air pollution from China. 
Are Koreans aware of their contribution to China-baseddir pollution? Differences 
in the discourse and imagery used by those communicating information can 
be deliberately employed to promote a particular interpretation of events that 
ultimately impact policy decisions. Second, we must consider FD! and trade 
data while acknowledging the role of regional environmental institutions. How 
do these institutions lay a foundation for farther coordination between Korea 
and China? Third, we must analyze Korea's internalized health costs associated 
with transboundary air pollution from China. Are these costs increasing over 
time, and how are they associated wiih FD! flows from Korea to China and with 
eY,potts fro,., China? The: mechanisms are not entirely understood between air 

pollution and hea11;1t-rel_ated effects," but epidemiological research has identified 
a relationship be~e.en particula_te n;iatter concentrations and increased human 
mortality and morbidity. 

Though the Korean media tends to lay the blame for the costs of transboundary 

air pollution on China, Korean firms operating in China in fact play a role in 
contributing-to the problem. Indirectly, thus, Korea's investments in China are 
negatively impacting health outcomes at home and increasing health costs overall. 
This is an urgent problem, requiring the cooperation of both countries to manage 
what is ultimately a regional pollution issue. 

MEDIA FRAMING AND PUBLIC OPINION 

The framing of yellow dust and particulate matter by both traditional and new media 
provides the basis forund~dinghow transboundary air pollution can be interpreted 
by the public.22 Framing, however, is not merely a fimction of media reporting but 

al_so involve,s \he pul:>lic's.~ttention to air pollution. I invoke Downs' "issue-attention 
cycle'' to expl:m1 the oveGl!l a~tion received by the media and the public, which 
sta~ that J'luctuations in pµblic and press attention are a function of the cycles that 
narratives take as iss_~ of p:u)liic (:()ncem evolve in media covei:age OVC! time. In 

stage one ofD.owns' cycle, people are ilnaware of the proble111; in stage two, lirm:I:t.at.i.c 
events foctis people's attention on the pioblern; in stage three, lh:e costs of ~olving the 
problem ~Ille clear; in stage four, there is a ~Y decline of public interest; and, in 
stage five, the issue is no longer central to the p_ubH_c•s con<::em.23 

What is remarkable about particulate matter/yellow dust is the seasonal and thus 
periodic nature of the problem. This represents an exceptional characteristic in the 
context oftheDownsian cycle in that news about this problem cycles with the natural 
blowing of the dust and other seasonal phenomena such as the excessive buining of 
coal in China for the heating of homes during.the winter. Whether information about 
China in the Korean media is similarly cyclical will diminish the importance of the 
problem, perhaps preventing the issue from advancing to stage three ofDowns' cycle. 
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November 2015 through March 2016 on !he topics of yellow dust and particulate 
ma.tter. As vve can see, yeflow dus_t is Jiresent_ed in !he me:<fia to a significant degree 
only when !he actual dust i_s blowing, specifica_By from February and into March 
(and likely increasing in April). There are no clear differences between !hose 
reports mentioning yellow dust or yellow dust/particulate matter wiih and wiihout 
China .. Media reports covering particulate matter are present ihroughout the news 
cycle, indicating !hat. !he topic is important and not yet passing into stage four of 
Downs' issue attention cycle. We should also note !he December increase in 
content mentioning China in comb_inatio11 with particulate matter/PM,_, is a likely 
functjon of Chi_na 's i_n:Creased use of coal for hea_ting. 

Figure 3. Korean media coverage of yellow dust/particulate matter 
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A keyword analysis of these 7,000 articles and bl_ogs reve_als a nu:niber of 
differences in how the media covers air pollution. 34 I_t was found that yellow 
dustarelated media content is primarily focused on health-related information and 
preventative measures. These include topics such as dust masks, air purifiers, 
humidifiers, advisories, and respirators. This is consistent with efforts by the 
Korean Medical Association to understand preventative measures for pulmonary 
diseases through the use of masks with filters, promoting the restriction of outdoor 
ac_tivities, and communicating the risks of exposure to tb:e dust to the public. 35~ 6 

Media reports covering particulate matter and PM,_,, however, highlight !he 
Ch_in:ese influence. Virruaily all artides on these topics were intematiorial in 
nature. The media ihus present !he yellow dust proble_m from an epid~llli.ologica_l 
perspective while particulate matter/PM,_, is framed as a China-based problem. 
More importantly, there is virtually no discussion fu the media about the holistic 
nature of the yellow dust/particular matter problem; i.e. that FDI from Korea 
and Korea°Ctiiria trade may exacerbate the transboundary air pollution problem. 
The cainpaigh for the hearts and Iiiinds of the Korean public - if one exists - is 

dolllinated by the Korean medical and epidemiological community. 
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Within China, the most readily available tool for addressing transboundary pollution 
is regulatory eoforcement Enforcement bas been, however, a chronic problem for 
the severely ilriderstaffed enviroriinental and energy ministries in China. 40 There are 
several notable updates. First, in early 201. 6, one-qlllllter of the 1. 91,000 fi1111s vio_l_ati_ng 
environmen1/ll regulations in 2015 were either shut down or forced to suspend 

operations. Environmental Minister Chen Jining stated that "many companies [are] . 
still behaving illegally and local governments [are] still hampering eoforcement 
efforts" of the central govemment.41 This represented a continuation of the Supreme 
People's Procuratorate's 18-month investigation and prosecution of more than 2, I 00 
corrupt government officials from January 2014.42 As well, Minister Chen oversaw 
the closure of 3,400 companies, 3,700 construction sites, and 3,100 workshops in 
2015. This was preceded in 2014 with the allocation of$1.6 billion for air pollution 
prevention and control. Coal mining facilities were also to be shut down in order to 
improve the quality of cj)ai, natural gas supplies were to be made more stable, and 
clean e11ergy and energy efficient bu}l_dings were to be promoted. As a result, nitrogen 
oxide_s are expec_tedto be _reduced by 5 percent.43 

These cliariges in China's regulatory landscape, if prolonged, will likely impact 
foreign¢rs' decisi011s to invest there. The exact effects are 1101 necessarily clear, 
as stronger regulations can l_ead to increas.es i.n FDl,44 or FDI can yield stronger 
regulations overall . ., These results repn:;sent the: clajlei_iges of estal,lisJ.ring ca11sal}ty 
between FOi and regulations w:id, ovei:all, the complex relationship between Fbl w:i4 
trade relations, a topic to which we now tum. 

CHINA'S INWARD FOi & BILATERAL TRADE 
WITH KOREA 

The pollution haven hypothesis can be verified in a number of ways. The crucial 
piece of evidence is that pollution levels increase after multinationals or other 
international actors invest in the purportedly environmental institution-lacking 
country. Connecting FOi to pollution haven activities is plagued with obstacles, but 
updates now confirm that such a connection is both present and clear.46

•
47 It is also 

worth e,i:aroioing the relative levels of pollutants produced in the manufacturing 
o.f goods for e*port, as einiss.i.ons arising from foreign-invested enterprise exports 
are higher than those ari.s_i_ng from Chinese-owned enterprise eJ:<ports.48 In 2006, 
approximately one-third of sulfur dioxide, one-quarter of nitrogen oxides, on.e
quarter of carbon monoxide, and exactly 17 percent of black carbon were the 
result of China's export-related manufacturing. One-fifth of each of these can be 
attributed to exports destined for the U.S." This is a story that bas slowly played 
out in China since the 1997 economic stimulus plan stimulated the widespread 
use o_f fossil fuels.-

In terms of FD! levels, shown in Figure 5, China is the single largest recipient of 
FOi in the world.SO. Figure 6 describes the source countries, led as of 2012 by 
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Figure 6. Sources of China's FOi inflows 
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from .the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM). 
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COST ASSESSMENT 

One can assess the econolllic costs of transbounda:ry air pollution in East A§ia 

in tenns of GDP or any of GDP's constiWents. For example, pathogens hitching 

ri_des on Sahara_n dust impact agricultural crop yields in the Caribbean and tl).e 

Americas." As well, ~sbounclluy aci.d rain di:~riorates metal macltinery and 

structures. Less weU known but nonethe_l.ess irnportruJ.t for tl).e natjonal in<:ome 
accounts are I:i_e_alth effel:ts and i_ts at11:ndant costs. These c_o~~ are quite high, 
equivalent to 80 pi:rcflllt of the total air poHution costs.,. They also contribute 

to the creation of the c~mpelling m.edia frame identified eariier that, in turn, has 
influenced public opinion about the health effects of transboundary pollution. 

The heal.th effects associated with specifi_c air pol_lt1tan~ vary a_c_cording to 

t_e¢poral variance and pollutl!nt type. Shod-term effects of the combination of 
particulate IIJ/itl~ an.d nitrous oxide include an increase in mortality, hospital 
admissions, and asthma symptoms. For particulate matter alone, there are also 
cardiovascular effects as well as lung inflammation;· for nitrous oxide alone, there 

is an increase in allergic inflammation. Longstenn effects for the combination of 

both poHutants include a reducti,m in lµng function and an increase in respiratory 
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In East Asia, we are discovering both temporal and constitutive differences between 
the effects of PM,_, and larger fonns ofparticullite matter.64 For example, PM,_, has 
been found lo lead Jo more chronic diseases of the lung and heart thail PM10." !\,foaiJ. 
annual exposure lo PM,, for Korea and China is presented in Figure 8, spowing _25 
percent growth in China from 1990 lo 2013. 06 Given that fossil fuel use plays a big 
part in of particulate matter concentraticins and that China-bas1:9 nitrogen oxides are 
especially prone lo travel across borders, 67

•
68 Figili"e 9 presents data on Cl1ina 's and 

Korea's fossil fuel energy consumption (as a percentage of Iota! energy consumption) 
and nitrous oxide emissions in the energy sector ( as a percentage of total emissio_ns ). 
While nitrous oxide emissions as a percentage oflotal energy sector emissions have 
increased more rapidly in Korea vis-a-vis China, fossil fuel energy ccins11111ption as 
a percentage of Iota! consumption has increased in China wlnle ii has decreased in 
Korea. Finally, in Figure IO, I present longitudinally the number of respiratory deaths 
in Korea and the per capita consumption of lobacco in Korea, the latter acting as a 
control for respiralory conditions in general. There has been a decline in tobacc:O use 
over time while the number of respiratory deaths has increased. 

For purely exploratory purpo~ and without claiming causality, I have also conducted 
a correlaticir\ analysis of the aforem1:11tioned measures as well as several others. 
Among those correlations that are significant, the number·of respiratory deaths in 
Korea was found to be negatively assoc_i_ated with FDI flows to China. Respiratory 
deaths were also found to be negatively associat_ed with trade between Korea and · 
China. Respiratory-related deaths are, however, pos_i~vely associated with increases 
in Kcirea's electrical production from oii, gas, and coal_. They are also positively 
associated with China_'s fossil fuel energy consurnption. Korea's, not China's, nitrous 
oxides emissicins are strongly associated with Korean respiratory-related deaths. FDI 
flows-from Korea to China are positively assoc_iated with d_ecreases in Korea's fossil 
fuel energy coru;umptiori and positively assO:ci_ated w_ith. Chi11a's fo_ssil fuel energy 
consumption. At the same time, Korea's fossil fuel energy co_JlSUlllpti<m is negatively 
associated with China's electrical prciduction from oil, gas, and coal, with China's 
fossil fuel energy consumption, and with China's nitrous oxide emissions. 

On the basis of just these associations, one could argue - and with great.trepidation 
given modeling deficiencies - that Korea's FD! flows to China are not on their own 
responsible for Korea's health costs as measured by the nUllllier of respiratory-related 
deaths. Yet, given the positive relationship between Korea's FD! flows to China and 
China's increased fossil fuel energy consumption - the latter of which is p9sitively 
associated with respiratory deaths in Korea - one cciilld tentatively ciaim that the 
pollution haven-related behavior of Korean investors is connected to Kor~' 
overall health. We of course cannot ignore the fa<:t that Korean respirat!>IY deaths are 
also positively related to Korea's electrical production from oil, gas, aIJ.d coaJ, but the 
presentation of these data establishes crucial corinections among health effects, FOi 
flows, and transboundary air pollution. 
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On that front, an analysis of the co-authorship network of scientists and researchers 
in the region reveals that there is a network within and extending beyond Northeast 
Asia that focuses on the region's PM2_, problem, shown in Figure 11. When 
research is oriented around.air poHutio_n, as is the ca_se in cross-national research 
collaborations in Northeast Asia,70 a foundation is laid for collaborative patenting 
efforts and .the creation of a growth trajectory reliant upon green technologies. 

Future research about transboundary air pollution must con_tinue to be holi_sti_c in 
nature. With sufficient understanding, our knowledge of the Northeast Asian case 
will prove useful for other transboundary air pollution geographies, such as the 
Saharan dust that· disperses in much larger quantities and over much greater 

distances than Asian dust. 71 The lessons learned from Northeast Asia can become 
yet another model for economic and sustainable development in parts of the.world 
faced with similar environmental conditions. 

Figure 11. Count (top) and co-author network (bottom, for 2015 only) of 
Web-of-Science artcle with "PM2.5" and ''Northeast Asia" topics 
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INTRODUCTION 
Korea faces tlie challenges oflow and stagnating factor productivity, rising social 
inequality, and unsustainable demographic change while striving to maintain 
economic growth. Untfi the 1997 fii)a11ci_al crisis, Korea experienc_ed rap_id.gro~h 

with a l):)o<iest level of eco_11omic inequa_lity an<i l).ealthy population growth_. I!,1 
the I _990s and 2000s, the Koreat1 lllall)l(acturing secto.r explllld~ its produ_cti011, 
export_ing capabiljty, and factor productivity. The services sec.tor followed its lead 
in the 2000s when financial and technology firmsjoined the international market 

for high value-added services. Korean firms' success is to a large degree due to 

rapid upskilling and high motivation of the Korean workforce.' Correspondingly, 
workers' earnings and working conditions have improved dramatically in the past 

two decades. 2 These positive trends have not, however; been equally distributed 

across economic sectors and groups of workers. Notable pockets of systematically 

underutilized workers have arisen, through a mismatch between their skills and 

jobs. This affects labor productivity as well as - through workers'· skill-acquisition 
and family-planning decisions - long-term demographic trends. 

The gap betwee_n the rich and the poor in K<lrea ilas risen, !!11d the rel_atjve pove_rty 

rate doubl_ed d:ufing th_e 2000s an<i has stagnat~d since.' Deprivation 81):)0ng 
marginalized workers - such as the elderly, youth and women - is stubbornly 

high, and social mobility is low. Moreover, over the past decade, the Kore.an 
population has rapidly aged as the baby-boom generation reach retirement age 

and the fertility rate drops to all-time lows following years of government family
control policies and various constraints that child-bearing women faced in the 

labor market. An aging population stands to negatively impacteconomic growth, 

laboramarket productivity and social inequality in the decades to come; as the 

economy fails to adapt and integrate the elderly, childbearing women, and other 
nontraditional workers effectively.' 

This lack. of eft:ective labor int_egratj_on is plll!Jy due to patchy la\Vs and struc_(1J!al 
barriers in the labor market tha_t prevent wor(<ers from eff~tively del):lonstrat.i,J:ig 

their skills or negotiating their working condi#ons, and li.rni.t fi_rms' liuman 
resource management (HRM) to options made available to them by sector-specific 
regulations and norms. The labor·market is not sufficiently flexible to assign all 

workers to best-fitting jobs, or to guide them to invest in the needed sets of skills. 
Women who get married or return from maternity leave are relegated to non
regular jobs, rather than being put on an alternative schedule or being retrained. 

Elderly workers whose utility to einployers may potentially dimiriish or increase 
lion-pay costs face similar circ)Jlnstances.' 

In general, workers are trapped in particular industrial sectors and career paths, 

with predetermined working conditions, not because oftheir existing skills,and 

potential, but because of HRM constraints and path dependency. Workers have 
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PRESENT LABOR MARKET ORGANIZATION AND 
ITS FAULTS 

Labor markets are typically not paragons of perfectly cmµpetitive ni_arke:ts that 
would be predicted to produce welfare-maximizing outcomes. In Korea, the 
imperfections are accentuated by a unique interdependence between business 
conglomerates ( chaebof), SMEs, and the government; by a system ofinconsistent 
unevenly-enforced laws; and by inadequate social protections. Several features 
of the present organization of Korean labor markets cause particular rigidity 
in lab.or relations, prevent effective coordination of the supply and demand of 
ski}ls, and yield inequitable and inefficient outcomes for workers and employers. 
this section reviews these faults. 

Chaebol vs. SMEs 

First, as has been wi!lely docllll_l~nted in existi:r:ig studies, a st,lte of dualistn.ex_ists 
in the business dimate fac:ed by fin:ns, namely betwe1:n t_he chaebol and SME_s. 
The chaebol are capital.intensive, export-oriented, typically manufacturi_ng firrn_s 
that remain· at the forefront by investing in innovation and dynamism. The chae
bol, thanks to their formal qualifications and perceived reliability, have access to 
the best corporate and government tenders, credit lines, retail space, and other 
factors of production. By their nature they have a holdout (monopsony) power 
over their suppliers. They also operate under the spotlight of regulation and cus
tomer scrutiny, and for the most part comply with equal opportunity laws and 
government-mandated or recon'tn'tended labor standards. Their position hinges on 
their ability to avoid governineiit crackdowns arid customer backlashes. 

SMEs rely much less on dynamism and reputation, and compete more on cost and 
output than on value oftheir product. They are to a large extent labor-intensive 
service firms, whose typical customers are local residents and the chaebol. One 
problem is that service firms face heavy product-market regulation relative to 
manufacturing, which adversely affects their earning capacity and costs. 7 At 
the same time, their HRM is regulated much more loosely; in part due to their 
numerousness, and in part because regulators and disgruntled workers· know that 
it is riot worth filing cotnpla:ints. Bankruptcy and recirganizati_on rates are high. 
Workers at SMEs are typically barred from associating, receive significan#y 
lower non-pay benefits, and face insecure employment. 

The chaebol and SMEs face.systematically different distributi_ons of s)<l)Js in.t_he_ir 
applicant pools, and different incentives and constraints on the procurement and 
management of human capital. Workers clearly prefer being hired by the chaebol, 
and only consider SMEs once they fail with the former group of employers. 
In this respect, one may· distinguish primary and secondary labor markets, in 
which employers and workers compete within their segments but not across the 
fault lines. Once workers join the .secondary labor market, they face an uphill 
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temporary and part-time employment diminishes firms' incentives-and workers' 
own capability - to invest in workers' human capital. 14•1-' FinaUy, growth of non
regular employment leads to an enduring dispersion in i!J,c_omes and working 
conditions in the ej:onortiy. This is exaceroated by the e_rosion of dis_adva,1:itaged 
worke_rs' skills and by tI:i_e conse_que11c~for the opportu,nities of workers' familie_s 
and cllildren. 

Unresolved Uncertainty Over Workers' Productivity 

Another typical failure of la~r markets - causing particular rifts in Korea 
under existing market norms and regulations, as this secti_on will argue - is th!) 
inabiiity offimis arid workers to effectively reso_lve th:e 1.mq;:rtai_n_ty over w_orkers' 
productjvity. In rec_ruitment and i11 the ensuing employer-worker rel_ations_hips (ill 
granting pro1I1oti_ons or other career-advancing opportunities), employers cannot 
rid th_em:Selves of th!) risk of m.l!ki_ng \Vl"Ollg selections and HRM decisioi:is. While 
(i_rm pe_rfo_rmance d!)pe_n_ds cru~iaBy on their ability to select the best-qualified 
people and manage the_mthrough the workers' tenure with the firm, the employers' 
abiiity to assess, select, and nurture !itlent is limited by patchy anti-discrimination 
regulations and imprecision of the available signals for workers' skills. Employers 
are prohibited from using some types of personal information for workers in their 
HRM decisions, but enforcement is uneven across various types of information 
collected, and across employers in the primary versus secondary labor markets, 
regular versus non-regular workers, and employers versus recruiting agencies. 
Screening a candidate's personal characteristics is prohibited, but looking into 
their family background is tolerated. Legal loopholes and .special concessions 
also breed duality in the labor markets, whereby some firms and workers have 
better opportunities than others. Regular or unionized workers are protected at the 
expense of non-regular workers or job applicants. Typically only primary-sector 
employers are inspected by regulators. If firms face significant restrictions on 
their practices, they outsource to HRM companies that ate largely untegulated.,. 

Employers' problems are compounded by workers' self-selection, whereby only 
workers with the best observable signals - but possibly mediocre productivity 
- apply for positions where those signals are screened, and moral hazard, 
whereby workers' behavior or usable skills change once they are hired. This 
represents a particularly large risk if workers' effort a_nd skills are dit'fi_cult to 
assess, and _i_f worl<e_rs are shielded from repercussions such as termination by 
their pe_rmanent-employment contracts. An inadequate conflict resolution 
system between employees and firms prevents the parties from fully agreeing 
to terms of employment before hiring, or settling disputes efficiently. Corporate 
norms and regulations provide for limited arbitration, and impose limited civil 
damages for law violations and contract breaches. Coupled with the lack of 
systematic enforcement ofanti-discrimination laws, this leaves employers with 
only non-transparent informal ways - reliance on a set of imprecise signals or 
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labor market. By prohibiting worker discrimination, but enforcing it sele_ctively 
across sectors and worker types, the government has distorted ei:i;iployers' behavior 
in harmful ways. 

The implications of uncertain wo_rker prod@tivi_ty are that even equally skilled and 
qualified worke_rs m_ay en_d up w_i_th vastly different careers and lifetime earnings, as 

workers are not 01_atched efficiently to jobs in which their productivity is highest. 
Employers may not hire the correct number and type of workers, consequently 

failing to minimize their operating costs. 18 Workers' incentives regarding skill 
acquisition are distorted, as they cannot demonstrate their qualities effectively and 
instead invest in qualities that are easily observable by employers (e.g., physical 
appearance, certifications of aptitude with computer programs or languages), even 

if these have little bearing on workers' ultim·ate productivity at particuJar f:irms. 
The problems due to the lack of opportunities for workers to prove tlle_mselves 
accumulate throughout workers' lives, ~d eve_n across generations. Fresh 
gradua_tes wi_tll an inferior set of signals such_ as disadvantaged backgrounds are 
not in tlle pool for best starting jobs, which will limit their career paths throughout 
their lives. These workers thus lack motivation to invest in skills most highly 
valued by primary-sector employers - regardless of the workers' ability to learn. 

Inadequate Social Safety Net and (Re}ed11_cation Policy 

An9ther source of inequality and polarization in the Korean labor market is 
the inadequate system of care and support for disadvantaged workers. Workers 

· trapped in wrong jobs or sectors, as well as workers with interrupted careers, 
those with children to take care of, and the long-term unemployed presently lack 

opportunities to be matched to jobs making use of their b_est potential. Workers 
who stray off the appropriate career path ( considering their true potenti_al skiHs) 
are not given a second chance to join it. 19 

Since private markets are traditionally not the best sources of support for unproven 
workers, and nongovernmental organizations cannot fill that rol_e consistently 
enough and adequately given their limited budgets and authority, it i_s the role of 
legislation and public weifare policy to pr_ovide for deprivation-trapped workers, 
and to facilija_te a sec~nd chance to workers in order to make use of their potential 
skills and to match them to best-fittingjobs. 

1£mployment-assistance and (re)education policy: Non-regularworkers, workers 
at small businesses, the unemployed and the self-employed, among others, 
have liinited access to skill0 improvement opportunities .. Mothers returning 
from maternity leaves fall behind their cohort of coworkers. This c_ontributes to 

growing polarization in the so~iety, as tllese wo~ers fait to adiipt to slail-biased 
changes in the la~r market, and lag more and more behind other workers in 

their qualifications. Policies that offer retraining to tllese marginal_i_zed workers, 
or policies that ctindttion collection of public assistance on participation in 
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has enacted a number of laws, market regulations, and social welfare programs 
to facilitate more equitable and efficient labor market outcomes.26 Despite these 
efforts, little equalization across·worlcers has occurred, because laws are poorly 
enforced using weak sanctions, have loopholes or have unintended consequences. 
Even today, the climate in which employers and workers interact is permeated 
with obs~cl_es, as the previous secti()ns outlined, and further policy reforms are 
warranted_. Th_i_s sectior:i reviews rec_e11t steps at correct_ing labor-market faults and 
outlines promising drrectio:ns for further polfoy action. Table I provides a brief 
surniilary of the problems, existing policy responses, and recommendations for 
further policy reform. 

Chaebol vs. SMEs 

The govefJllllent h,ls introduced initiatives to increase productivity at SMEs, 
and to help un-trap Sl\1Es from stagnation by providing fi11anc_ial support and 
preferential opportunities to them, but the preferential arrangements have for 
the most part encouraged SMEs to remain SMEs.'7 The government has also 
promoted cooperation between SMEs and large firms (including publicly-owned 
organizations) with subsidies and preferential treatment, but these have limited 
effects on long-term coexistence and relations among firms.'' 

Less attention has been paid to the transition of small firitis into medium-sized 
ones, and their expansion across sectors." The governmentshould work more 
on leveling the competitive field among different types of firms by removing 
preferential access to tenders and credit (that the chaebol traditionally enjoyed 
and that SMEs have now received access to), and regulatory exceptions that 
SMEs operate under. The government has taken steps to encourage competition 
and eq~i~e opportunitie§ across i_nd1JStries _and firin.types, by re.moving prod!}ct
m_arke_t regulation an<i cross-sector regulatory burdens. The Framework Act on 
Administrative Regulations (ai:nend~ 2013) and a cost-in, cost-out system were 
iinpleinerited under which the overall burden of regulation should riot increase, 
and for any new regulation at least one equally burdensome existing regulation 
should be .struck down.'0 This deregulatory measure is expected to benefit all 
firms . .lt is unclear, however, whether SMEs or large firms stand to gain more, and 
how the relative position of SMEs and their long-term prospects for expansion 
will be affected. 

( 

The government has also provided some support for entrepreneurship and 
consolic!Jition through encouragement of venture-capital investment and of 
mergers and acquisitions a111ong smal_l a11<i !llediUI11-si_zed firms. Spi:ci_fica_Hy 
in relation to high valtie-adde:d services, the c:Onsulting and legal marke_ts have 
opened up to foreign competition and capital, and medical and educational service 
markets are on the path to be opened up. 31 
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This will facilitate labor mobility across sectors and jobs, and improve dedication 

and qualifications among non-regular workers, in tum benefiting employers 

themselves. Intra-firm differences between regular and non-regular workers 

should be narrowed by streamlining the switching of non-regular workers into 

regular positions. 37 This should involve some relaxation of employment protection 

for regular workers while strengthening the protection and enforcing the rights of 

non-regular workers." 

Uncertainty Over Workers' Productivity 

In recent years the government has made various strides toward limiting 

discrimination by employers and contracting agencies, improving skills of · 

disadvantaged workers, offering subsidies to employers for hiring them, and 

cleaning up its own act by recruiting workers with nontraditional backgrounds. 

However, more needs to be done. 

The degree of job security of re¥Ular workers needs to be reduced to make hiring 

regillar workers a less weighty decision, and to bring the standards closer to those 

for non-regular workers. The government should educate and encourage firms 

to introduce negotiable employment contracts under which compensation and 

working conditions could be up for agreementbetween employers and individual 

workers. This will allow employers to offer tentative terms to workers who have 

not proved themselves, and will allow workers to be open about their own needs, 

such as receiving time off to take care ofdependents. 

While discrimination in lab.or relations has been inade illegal, and various 

chaririels have been established to identify cases of discfuriination, niore needs 

to be done to systematically and meaningfully punish wrongdoers, protect 

whistleblowers, and empower workers to respond to discriminatory practices 

in ways that will not disadvantage them and without incriminating themselves 

( e.g., lie to discriminatory questions during interviews without fearing subsequent 

termination). Enforcement of equal-opportunities laws should lie with industry 

and human rights watchdogs (such as the National Human Rights Commission), 
be systematic and cover· ail employers and all types of workers, and penalties 

for non-compliance should include criminal charges and compensatory damages 

to victims. 

Soda/ Safety Net and (Re)educatfon Policy 

The area in which the goverrinient is arguably bri1_1ging reforms most actively is 

welfare protection. This.section review.s the main exist_ing pubiic programs for the 

promotion of employment, workers' human capital, and the application of that 

human capital to the mostappropriate uses. 
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vvorkers, and finn competitiveness and factor productivity. The JSDP also offers 
vocational training for the unemployed and low0incoine workers,iricluding initial 
training at public training centers and follow-up training at firrils. 49 Limitations 
of this program have included insufficient capacity to provide trairiirig, stifling 
shortages, high turnover rates among clients, and unequal services offered to 
differentgroups of workers. 

The UBP aims to i.mprove eflidency of the nalional 1.abor distribution by 

e@llllcing the quality of reemployt11en.t. It servc:.s as the primary soc.ial safety net 
for the urierriployed, granting allowances to those urieiriployable due to illness, 
injiliy, or mass layoffs." Limitations of the UBP are that the legally prescribed 
duration of benefits and the duration of actual benefit payment are short (up to 210 
days, and 110 days, respectively) and eligibility criteria are strict'1 As a result, 
many unemployed people:are ineligible, and the long-term unemployed receive 
inadequate support. 

Assistarice to the workii1g poor and the self-employed: Stipp.or! for the working 
poor in the secondary labor market, particularly the self0 eniployed in the service 
sector, is presently insufficient." The self-employed presently lack access to 
training opportunities because .existing programs are not best suitable for them, 
or because they are ineligible until they become unemployed. Policy solutions 
for the low-income self-employed would include creation of new middles income 
jobs in social services, assisting low-income self-employed work~s to build 
coHaborative support n.e~orks, providing them with access to re~d11cation, 
retraining and other safety net features, and improving their acc:ess to capital and 
cre:ctit to allow them to grow into medhun-size btisiness·es. The JSDP aims to 
improve the qualifications of marginalized workers, but has not entirely succeeded 
at bridging the opportunity gap." 

The Basic Livelihood Security Program (BLSP) WI!!> e.xpa11ded in 2014, and the 
eligibili,ty criteria for unemployrnentbenefits have been relaxed. The government 
plans.ei.,;panding Ernployment Sec1.1rity Centers as hubs ofenfploynie11t services in 

· local communities 11roviding counseling and job-placement services. To encourage 
job see.kers to search actively and to participate in available skillCimpioveirient 
opportunities, the government plans to lower unemployment benefits. 

Childcare assistance: Working parents face particular hurdles managing their 
professional and family lives. This is mostly the case of mothers, for cultural 
reasons and since paternal leave is effectively nonexistent. Working mothers 
require access to childcare, and shorter work days or flexible working conditions 
to take care of their children. Mothers re-entering the labor·market also face the 
hurdle of catcll.i.ng up with their co.ho rt of coworkers - and proving their value to 
their employers given attrition oftlleir skills and gap iri experience." 
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slow or misguided. Nevertheless, the concerted efforts of various government 
institutes to. tackling a common problem, and the ongoing tripartite negotiation 
over the equitable and efficient orgzjiution of the future la_bor IY1ark1:t, area good 
sign of fu_t_ure improvements to come. The hope is that the voluntary, open-ended, 
all-parties-inclusive deliberation process itself will help to clarify all positions 
and stakes, and through the created knowledge-exchange and goodwill will help 
to heal the deepest faults of labor market structure. 

Figure 1. Workers by Employment Status and Gender (Mjllion·s) 
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Insurance Coverage in Korea," e-Labor News I I 9 - Issue paper (20 I 3), www.kli.re.kr/ 
downl.oadBbsFile.do?atchmnflNo=9938. 

20 The relationship '1etweeo the irnporllllice of edticatj~ an_d the Crul!lging ljature of 
social inequality is evident from the rise in average family expenditures on fonnal and 
after-school educaticm, aI1d tile gi:o~g disparity in these expenditures aci:oss social 
groups, see Yoo et al. 2009. Families with higher incomes and particularly higher 
wealth have channeled higher resources to their children's private education, and the 
disparity gro"'.s over tinle. Th~ difference.s 01 educational opportuajties across social 
classes are perhaps most clearly discernible geographically: Seoul's Gangnam (south 
of the Han River) district where the wealthy res.ide .is also home to top-rariking priyate 
tutciring irist_i_tu_t~, whc,reas G'!f!gbllk (north ofth~ Iian Riv.er) has been falling liehind 
in terms of the provision of private as well as public educational opportunities, see Koo, 
2007. ~vailability of educational oppoltUlliti.es and expenditures ori educati_on ru:e also 

. much higher in_Seoul and the surrouilding Kyonggi Province than in poorer regions 
such as the southern-most Jeolla Province. As Korean educational system becomes 
more i;iternationalized, wealthy Korean families are in¢reilsingly looking for superipr 
educational opportunities overseas while poor income families cannot afford them, see 
Yoo et al. 2009. Also see Lee, Y., M . .Moon, M. Kirn and S~ Yang, "A Survey on the 
Curreri! S.!Jillls of 1:fukivqns (priya_ll: ac_ad~ies) for Young Chi).<½:n i_n Korea," Research 
Project-OS, Korea Institute of Child Care and Education, Seoul (2009). 

21 Hyun, Ji_n KwciQ, aJ(d Byung-Ift l,,in:>, "11,e Financial Cri_s.is and h)comeDistrib\Jtipn in 
Korea: The Role of Income Tax Policy," Journal of the Korean Economy 6( I) (2005): 
pp.51-65, www.akes.or.kr/akes/do""1fije/3.hyun6-lflnal0505 l 8.p</f. Shin, P<,riggyun, 
"Bi polarization of the Income Distribution after the Recent Financial Crisis: Trends, 
Causes, and Policy Implications," SJudy of &onomics.55(4) (2007): pp. 503-548. 

22 Data from KOSTAT; Statistics Korea. 
23 Until recently, national government contributed to tile problem ~f edu""ticinal elitisn:, 

by emphasizing education at top universities for public-sector hires, and giving 
preference to graduates from Seoul National University and other top universities. 
Government alsi> continues to provide some of th_e (!:lost stable arid liigh-status jobs in 
the economy; thus diverting talent away from the private sector. Annually, thousands of 
students expend significant resources to study for and take civil service examination. 
During 2007-2009, 307 mid-ranking gov~mment workers were recruited through the 
examination per year. 70.4 percent of the 307 were graduates of Seoul National, Korea 
and Yonsei Universities. 

24 Hlasny, Vladimir, "Economic Determinants of Applicant Screening Practii::es:An 
En:,pirical Analysis of the Human Capital Corporate _Panel," 1,'rO!""'dings of the 4.th 
HCCP Conference, Seoul, September 2012; Ewha Womans University working paper; 
See also Inasny, Vladimir, ''High Stakes in Education: A Public Policy Failure," Korea 
Herald, Feature &Al!alysis (April.2, 2012). 

" Statistical analysis of the Korean Household Income and Expenditure Survey and the 
Fai1n Household.In.C:ome and Expendil!,lre Survey (7006) pr<ivid~s some corroborating 
evidence. Identifying an income gap between households headed by educated versus 
non-educated heads, and decomposing it into ·contnbutions of various household 
enclowmenis versus ttie returns to those endowments, ihe following resuits emerge: 
Education gap is due in part to the fact th~! less educated workers .J:iave a 1!3rder tin:,• 
finding empl.oyment, regardless of their other characteristics. In other words, workers 
who are less formally educated receive lower credit for their other endowments - such 
as age, resi~ce clpser tp main, labor l_l!,llrkets, or family status - and are not given 
a chance to prove themselves. As would be expected, if non-educated workers find 
e111pl_oyment, they earn lower U1come than. educated on:es. See Hl'!"ilY, Vlad.i!nir, 
"Different Faces of Inequality Across Asia: Income Gaps Across Demographic 
Groups," Asian Development Bank Institute working paper, forthcoming 2016. 

26 Dao, Mai, l)avide Furceri, Jisoo Hwang, Meeyeon Kun, ancl tae-Jeong Kim, 
"Strategies for Refonning Korea's Labor Market to Foster Growth," IMF Working 
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Service in Korea: Its Past, Present and Future," KL! (2004), www.kli.re.kr/ 
downloadBh:sFi_l~.do?atchml)f!No= IO 1_57. 

40 E_S(:S provide employment insurance activities i11cluding management of benefit 
eligibility; employment stabilization program offering employment subsidies to 
employers; maternity-leave benefits and child-care leave benefits; and approval of 
eligib,ility and payment of unemployment benefits, see Emp/oym§nt l?.es{qrchC.e1iler, 
Employm~t Insurance Review; Korea Labor Institute, Spring I 999 and Keum et al. 
2006. The ESC system comprises many programs targeting employers, all designed to 
promote employment adjustments and job creation. 

41 Lee, Byung-Hee, "Quasi-experimental Evaluation on the.Impact of the Training for 
the Unemployed," Korea Labor Economic Society Journal _of La_~or Econo_niics_ 23(2) 
(2000). Noh, Yorig-Jin, "Job Ski_l_ls Development: Status and Challenges," (2005) 

42 Kim, Sung-Jeong, "How to Expand the E:IS to All \\forkplaces," Public H"'!ring on 
Expanding th, Social Safety Net to the Unemployed, Ministry of Labor & Korea Labor 
Institute (1998). 

" L~, Byung-H"!', "ls Levy-Grant Sch,;me for Employer-Provi_ded Training 
Effective? The Experience of Korean Employment Insurance System," Seoul 
Journal of Economics 2(2) (2004): pp. 235-253, www.kli.re.kr/downloadBbsFile. 
do?atchmnflNo=l0049. 

44 "Report on Transferring the EIS Beneficiary Management Duties to the KL WC," Korea 
4J,or Welfare Corpo):ation (KL\VC) report (2005). 

" Noh, 2005. 
46 Market share of public employment service (the ratio of employment through public 

employment services to total hiring) in major countries is 22-33%-in Germany, Japan, 
~ and France while it _is only 5% in Korea_. Se_e Jl,fi_nistry o_fE_rripkiyni_ent a(l_d Laj:ior, 
Advancement Strategy of Employment Service, policy report (2005). 

47 Kim, Woo-Young, ''.How to Apply Variable Rates to_ the UBP," Sem_iriar on EIS 
Development and Financial Stability (May I 0, 2005). 

48 Noh, 2005. 
49 Kim, 2005. 

'° KLWC, 2005. 

'
1 Lee, 2004; KeuJ11, Jaeho, Jiyeon Chang, Dcok-Soon Hwang, Dong-Hc;on Kim, 

Jooseop Kim, Byung-Hee.Lee, Kyu-Yong Lee, Se:OOg-J~ Park,aild Kjl-sarig Yoo; 
"Employment Insurance in Korea:·The First Ten Years," Korea Labor Institute, Seoul 
(2006), www.kli.re.kr/downloadEngPblFile.do?atchmnflNo=l8653. 

" As of 2010, small business owners received average monthly earnings of only 
1,491,000 won. 57.6% of th~111 e8111ed less_ than l_ minion won, i_nduding 26.8% who 
in~Or losses or no earnings. The ratio of debt to dispos_abl~ ho_usehold inco_me was 
twice as higb among self-employed workers as among.salaried workers. See Small and 
1'.1ediU111 Busin~ssA<(ij,ini_st:ra_tion, 2010 S~ey of Nation's Slllllll Merch,mts, SMJ3A 
report. 

;, Kim, 2005_. 

" Hwang, _Soo Kyeong, and Jiyeun Chang, "Female Labor Supply and Labor Policies for 
Female Workers in Korea," Korea Labor Institute Issue Paper 30, Seoul (2004), 
www.kli.re.kr/kli_ eng/elabor/30/papers/paper l.pdf. Kim, Juyoung, "Women's Career 
Disco1111ect ancl Reentry into the L~bpr Mark,;!," e-Labor New_s I 04 (2.010), 
www.kli.re.kr/kli/html_ eng/08 _ mail/webzineboard/upfile/e _ I 04.pdf. Kim, Juyoung, and 
Seok-Jin Woo, ''Study on Reentering the Labor Market," Korea Labor Institute (20 I 0), 
www.kli.re.kr/kli_eng/engRsrchReprtView.do?key=382&pbktListNo=6774. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In economic theory, the flow-oriented model of exchange rate behavior posits 
that currency movement affects a nation's international competitiveness and its 
balance of trade, and consequently, its real output. 1 This affects a company's 

current and future cash flows and its stock prices. It is generally believed that 

currency depreciation improves a country's trade balance - exports become 
cheaper, which increases aggregate demand and raises the level of economic 

activity.. Thus there is a relationship between exchange rate and sto.ck 

returns, and currency depreciation expectedly increases stock returns in the 
economy. The stock~riented model emphasizes the role of·capital ac:Count in 

the detetmiilation ofa ceiifutry's exchange rate. According to Ad}asi and Biekpe, 

exchange rate equates demand and supply of financia,i assets s1Jc]J as st.ocks and 
bonds; thus, expectations of future ex.chllllge ~te movemen~ affect the prices 

of fin.anciaJ ru;se.ts.' In the stock-oriented model, fluctuations in exchange rates 
affect stock prices. For arbitrage pricing theory; Rashid and Karachi postulate 

that a rise in the rel!I interest rate will reduce the present value of future cash 
flows; consequently, the stock returns will rail.' But a rise in the real interest rate 
will increase capital inflow irito an economy and cause the domestic currency to 

appreciate. An appreciation in the domestic currency will then result in a decrease 
in stock returns. Fluctuations in real.interest rates affect exchange rates and stock 

returns, and the arbitrage pricing theory assumes that movements in exchange 

rates affect stock returns. 

All three models on the relation between exchange rate and stock returns postulate 

that exchange rate ·affects stock returns. Under a floating exchange rate regime, 

currency depreciation expectedly increases stock returns while an appreciation 
is expected to decrease stock returns. Although most empirical studies have 
provided evidence of a significant link between exchange rate and.stock returns, 

the direction of impact of changes in exchange rate on stock returns have varied 

considerably across studies. As discussed in the ensuing section, the relation 
between exchange rate and stock returns can be either positive or negative 
depending on ec.onomic reasons and also some eco11owetric factors such as the 
methodology used and the sample period· and countri.:s under study. According 
to Phylaktis and Ravazzolo, the significant relation between exchange rate and 
stock returns in emerging markets could be attributed to an important variable that 
acts as a channel through which exchange rate,affects stock returns.• One such 
variable is the world capital market, often represented by the U.S. stock market. 

The South K9rean won has recen~ly witnessed a sharp decline in its value against 

the U.S. do.IJar. So.uth Korea receives a large fra:C.tioi:i of total FOi inflows inAsi.a; 

thus the value of stocks traded in South Korea is essential for stable economic 

growth and development in the region, even more so because of the volume· of 

foreign investment the country receives. In recent times, efforts have been made 
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Secondly, although efforts have been made to strengthen stock market integration 

benvee11 Korea and Japan, som~ studii:s have indicated weak integration between 

Asian stockmarkets. Thirdly, the inclusion of the Japanese stock market ailows us 

to also examine the influence of both international and regional capital markets on 

stock transactions in the Republic of Korea. 

The data on the real effective exchange rate is obtained from the Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OPEC). The real effective exch;ange 

rate is the weighted average of the bilateral real exchange rates. An increase in t:i:i.e 

real effective exchange rate index would imply appreciation wllifo a decrease in 

the index would imply depreciation. The volatility in the real effective exchange 

rate is measured by the sta:ndaril deviation of the real effective exchange rate from 

the mean. 

The Model: The lack of a causal ~el.ation be~een relll exchange rate and stock 

returns in a bivariate model is often attributed to the omission of an important 

vari;ible froro the system. The variable omitted is usually stock transactions in a 

foreign country, which represents the influence of the international capital market. 

The variable is also found to act as a channel through which the real exchange rate 

affects stock transactions w the domestic economy. For this reason, a trivariate 

model is preferred to a bivariate system. 

Following Phylaktis and Raviizzolo , the long~run relation between volatility w 
the real effective exchange rate and the total share prices in Japan and Korea is 

e.x.ami1.1ed by estimat.it:ig ~ trivari.ate moo.el of the following form: 

(I) -SPIK, =a+ b (VREX), + c(SPIJ), + c, 

The mo.de) in (I) shows the long-run effects of the volatffity 1n the real effective 

exchange rate and changes in the total share prices in Ja:p:an on th:e total share 

prices in the Republic of Korea. 

A vector error correction representation of the mode.I in (I) with k lags and r 
cointe!!'ating vectors with a linear trend in the levels of the data is given by: 

(2) t.Y, = X + AY,., + L;~i qJ; t.Y,.; + µ, 

Estimation Method: The Dickey Fuller-Generalized Least Squares (DF-GLS) 

UJ1.it root test proposed by E{fiott, Rothenberg and Stock is first performed 

to examine stationarity in each variable.'' The DF-GLS unit root test is 

performed since it possesses greater power properties than the traditional 

ADF test. The optimum number of lags for the vector error correction mod.el 

is selected by Akaike Information Criteria (AIC). The Johansen cointegration 
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Johansen Cointeg1'fllion Test: The variables are 1(1 ). Since the variables are 
first-difference stationary, the Johansen cointegration test is p_erfonne<i next. 
Since AIC selected a miidel with I lag, the cointegration test is performed with I 
lag. The results are reported in Table 2. 
The maximum rank of the cointegrating 1I1atrix is 0; thus the model fails to 
reject the null hypothesis that there is no long-run relationslii.p between the 
three variables. 

The general form of a VAR model with k variables that are expressed as linear 
functions of their own lags and that of other variables is represented by: 

(3) Y, = V + A,Y,., + ..... + A,Y,.1 + µ, 

In the equation above, Y, isakx 1 vectorofvariables,A1, •••••• A1 are kx kmatrices 
of parameters, V is a k .x 1 vector of parameters and µ, follows a white noise 
process. Th~ eJTors are <!isll:ibuted with rn_ean 0 an<i are uncorr!!lat!ld.-

Sii:i:Ce the variab.les are 1(1) with rio cointegration, a first-order differenced VAR 
model is estimated with 6 lags selected by AIC. The results are reported in 
Table 3. 

In Table 3, the short-run coefficient 0.55 for the first difference in share price index 
in Korea at lag.5 is significant at 1% significance level; the short0 rim coefficients 
0.38, -0 .. 26 and 0.18 for the f_irst dif'ferenc!)S it:i exchange rate volatiUty at lags 2, 
3 and 5 are significant at 1 %, 5% and 10% significance level, respectively; the 
short-run coefficients 0.36 and -0.42 for the firstdifferences in share price .index 
in Japan at lags 3 and 4 are significant at 1 % significance level. Thus the effects of 
the past values of the variables on total share prices in Korea are mixed and mostly 
insignificant. Volatility in real effective exchange rate and total share prices in 
Japan are thus found to have both significant positive and negative effects on the 
tota_l sh.are prices in K,orea. 

The line of causality is examined by performing the Granger causality test. 
Volatility in the real effective exchange rate, for instance, will Granger cause 
total share prices in Korea if, given the past values of the total share prices in 
Korea, the past values of the real effective exchange rate volatility are useful for 
predicting share prices in Korea. The total share prices in Korea are regressed 
on its own lagged values and also on the lagged values of real exchange rate 
voiamity. The nuH hypothesis tnat the estim_ated coefl:icie.nts ofth!l lagged val_ues 
of real exchange rate volatility are jointly zero is then tested. The results of the 
Granger causality test are reported in Table 4. 

The chi-square statistics reported in Table 4 are significant at 1 % significance 
!eve_). The re.suits indicate bidirectional c_ausality betwe.ei:i volatility in the rea_l 
effective exchange rate and total share prices in Korea, and between volatility 
in the real effective exchange rate and total share prices in Japan. Bidirectional 

causality is·also observed between the total share prices in Korea and Japan. 

II 
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The short-terni causality from Volatility in the real effective exchange rate to total 

share prices in Korea indicates a close link between the.real effective exchange 
rate index and stocks traded in Korea. An increase or decrease in the real effective 
exchange rate index ( currency appreciation or depreciation) would lead to 

an increase or a decrease in stock transactions in Korea. Thus there is a short

term ca_usal liiilc bet:ween the sioclc market and the foreign exchange 111arket in 
Korea. Ac:COrdiiJ.g to Phylaktis and RaVazzolo, the relaxation of foreign exchange 
restrictions may be a necessary c<iridition for the link between foreign exchange 
and stock markets. 34 The degree of exchange rate flexibility may also have a 
significant role in the causal relation between the foreign exchange market and the 
stock market in Korea. Thus changes in the exchange rate policy will most likely 
have an immediate effect on stock market transactions and foreign investment in 

th.e Korean economy. 

Granger causality further indicates that stock transactions in Japan have a 
significant effect'on the local stock market in Korea. This reflects interdependence 

and integration of Korea's stock market with the Japane_se stock market. The_re 
a:re severa_I fact.ors that influen_<;e _stock market in_tegration. As Phylaktis and 
Rava:zzolo expla:iried, apart from having access to capital market itself,. access 

to local market information is necessary for international investments to take 
place." Some determinants of market integration include regional trade openness 
and market development, trade balance and interest rate differential, total trade, 

industrial production, inflation rate, short-term interest rate, exchange rate 
volatility, and bilate_ral FD! int_e_n~ity.36 Howeve_r, ac~ordi!!g to Beiglc::rt aild 
Harvey @d Levine and Z_ervos, I{beraJiza#on m_ay not.necessarily attr:act fo:re_igh 
investment due t_o honie bia:s i_n equ_ity portfoUo, country-specific risks, ru;id 
access to l<i<:a_l m.ari<et infonnation O:n company stocl_<s." lristitutional rigidities 
and international differences in tax laws, as discilsse_d in Feldstein and Horioka, 
could affect capital mobility across countries and affect the degree of financial 
integration between countries." According to Levine and Zervos, countries 
that publish information about a firm, such as its price-earnings ratio more 
comprehensively and internationally, will have better chances of developing 

a more globally integrated stock market than countries that do not make such 

information avaj_l,ibl_e to the poten#.al inVe_sto~.39 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper investigates the cointegrating and causal relatioilshij:,s between volatility 
in the real effective exchange rate and stock transactions in the Republic ofKqrea. 
The effects of changes in stock transactions in Japan on the stock market in Korea 
are also examined Although the variables are found to be integrated of order one, 
the Johansen coitit~gratio11 test does not support long-run relationship between the 
variables. Thus the variables are found to be 1(1) with no cointegration. A first
order differenced VAR model is estifnatlid. Granger causaiity indlcates short0run 
bidirectional causality between volatility in the real effective exchange rate and 
stock transactions in Korea The results, therefore, indicate a close association 
between the stock market and the foreign exchange market in Korea_. Granger 
causality also indicates short0 run bidirectional causality between stock transactions 
in Korea and Japan. This provides evidence of stock marketinterdependence and 
financial integration of th:e s.tock m;arket in Ko_rea with the Japanese Cllpital rn:arket. 

The Republic of Korea has had a floating exchange rate poiicy over the years. As 
far as policy implications·are concerned, if flexibility in the real effective exchange 
rate plays a crucial role in the close association between the foreign exchange and 
stO:ck llllll'.kets in KO:rea, then theKo~ governme1:1t can use the exchange rat~ as a 
policy instnnnent.to increase foreign portfolio investment in the country. Exchange 
rate flexibility could therefore play a significant role in the link between the stock 
mark~ts iti Korea and Japan. The de.sign and implementation of' appropriate 
monetruy and fiscal policies may further integrate the Korean stock market with the 
international capital market arid attract more foreign investment Also, cooperation 
with foreign stock m_arkets may furth~r increase the inflow of foreign capital in.to 
Korea and promote sustainable economic growth and development in the region 
in the Icing-run. Since exchange rate volatility significantly affects stock returns, 
it might be necessary for the central bank to intervene when there is excessive 
exchange rate volatility to restore stability and investors' confidence. According 
to Sichoongwe, it might also be necessary to use efficient hedging instruments to 
eliminate the nega.tive effects of exchange rate volatility.40 

It might be interesting to include more control variables and examine the 
sensitivity of the short-run and long-run dyrunnics to the presenc_e of structural 
breaks in the data. Studies that have examined the relation between exchange rate 
and stock returns with or without structural breaks in the data have reported short
term_ c_au~a_l rela_tion between the stock market and the foreign exc_hange mark~t 
Therefore, the results are consistent with the findings in the existing literature. 
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Figure 3. Volatility in the Republic of Korea Real Effe.ctive Exchange 
Rate Index: 1981 2013 
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between volatility in the real effective exchange-rate and stock returns in Korea; 
(iv) the implications for the MNCs in investment decisions and foreign exchange 
exposure. The cointegration.technique is applied since it addresses problems related 
to nonstationarity in the .data when examining the relation between the variables in 
both levels arid differences. 

Mtera_~u_re.Revie1111 

This paper builds on Phylaktis and Ravazzolo who studied the short-run and 
long-run relation between stock prices and exchange rates for five Pacific 
Basin countries, namely, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and the 
Philippines.• They applied the cointegration technique and performed Granger 
causality tests for each country. They found a positive relation between the stock 
and the foreign exchange markets. They also found that the U.S. stock market acts 
as a channel for the links between the stock and the foreign exchange markets. 

Nwn.erous ot_he_r studies h_ave e_stimated both l_int:ar 8lld non-line_ar models and 
el!'_amined the re_l_ati<>nship betwee_n the real exchange rate and stock returns.and 
also betwe~n volatility in the real exchange rate and stock returns. For example, 
Soenen and Hennigar reported a significantly negative relation between exchange 
rate and stock returns. 10 Roll used daily data on stock returns, found a positive 
relation between the two. 11 Chow et aL found no relation between monthly stock 
returns and the real exchange rate. 12 In a study of eight industrial economies, 
Solnik observed a negative relationship between exchange rate and stock retums. 13 

Ma and Kao; studying six countries; reported a negative relationship between 
domestic currency appreciation and domestic stock prices for the export-dominant 
country. 14 A study by Choi also confirmed this relationship." Muhammad and 
Rasheed reported long-run relationship between exchange rate and stock prices 
for some but not for·all countries in his sample of four South Asian countries." 
Olugbenga reported a significantly positive short-run relationship between 
exchange rate and stock market performance, and a significantly negative relation 
between the variables in the long-run. 17 

Some of the earlier stud_ies on stoclqnarkeJ vol{ltility i_nr.,l_ude Engle apd Bollersl_ev." 
In general, empirical studies on the effects of exchange rate volatility on share 
prices and share price fluctuations have also reported mixed results. For instance, 
Aggarwal and Soenan and Hennigar observed a significant impact of exchange rate 
volatility on share price volatility. 19 Najang and Seifent reported unidirectional 
causal effect from exchange rate volatility to fluctuations in.share prices.20 Ajayi 
et al. also reported unidirectional causality from exchange rate to share prices." 
Vygodina reported unidirectional causality from exchange rate to volatility in stock 
returns. 22 According to Smyth and Nadha, the causality from exchange rate to share 
price volatility is unidirectional for some countries and bidirectional for others, at 
least in the short-run. 23 The variables are found to be independent in the long-run. 
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